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CHAPTER I
THE SCOPE AND PURPOSE OP THIS THESIS
The Problem
The scope of this thesis is to present a source unit organ-
ization on the two topics: (1) The Development of the Individ-
ual Is iiis Inherent Responsibility in our Democratic Society
(2) The Responsibility of Citizen Members to Our American
Democracy is an Imperative One.
In developing these two topics it is purposed, through a
logical presentation of the facts: (1) to guide the individual
student to a better -understanding of himself and his needs in
making a satisfactory social adjustment (2) to guide the in-
dividual student in developing a reflective attitude in dealing
with personal and social problems to the end that he may assime
responsibility for the improvement and advancement of the
American way of life.
Too often stress is placed by the individual upon those
rights and privileges which are his as a citizen of the United
States, it becomes a matter of: "This is my right; that is
my privilege" rather than "TTiis is my responsibility; that is
my concern". Until a degree of individual and social responsi-
bility commensurate with his inherent rights and privileges is
r
assumed by the individual citizen in his daily living, the
American way of life will be iinder nourished. This does not
imply that youth in citizenship education must be weaned on
the "glowing-heart" philosophy— "love for love's sake" and
"don't ask me why, just do and die". (^uite the contrary.
A type of citizenship education is needed v/hich, based upon
hard facts, develops an understanding of democracy, its weak-
nesses and its strengths, and leads to the acceptance of in-
dividual and collective citizenship responsibilities for
preserving and advancing the American way of life.
In the 1920»s little thought was given in education to
the nature and needs of democracy. The emphasis was upon the
acquiring of knowledge and skills; while almost no attention
was devoted to the development of those understandings, in-
terests, appreciations and attitudes which would result in
civic behaviors that would make democracy I2V6. During and
following the depression years, a growing interest in democracy
became evident. Many professional books were written about
democracy and citizenship, and many such articles appeared in
the educational journals. It was about this time that pro-
fessional meetings and conferences also devoted thought to
democracy as a way of life, rather than merely a form of
government. During the 1930' s educators began to make citi-
zenship education a part of school curriculums. It was, how-
ever, a sterotyped application. Since its inception in 1935

the Educational Policies Commission has done much to shape
opinion in the field of "education for democracy". Today,
many experiments have been made in preparing students for
effective democratic living. But there is still much to be
done. The field of civic education is in its infancy and,
as such, needs both sustenance and stimulation, l/
The Committee on Education for Democratic Citizenship of
the National Association of Secondary-School Principals, and
the National uouncil for the Social Studies, in 1942 published
a series of pamphlets. Problems in American Life , which contain
resource units on various important aspects of democratic life.
This type of material is valuable in its departure from the
formalized teaching of citizenship and the development of the
functional approach. The following quotations emphasize the
educational trend which has arisen to meet the need and the
desire for this functional method in the citizenship education
of today:
"This book starts with the assumption stated by
the Educational Policies Commission that 'if the free man has
no grasp of the sources of his faith, he is not truly free' , It
believes that democratic institutions are never completed but
always being built. The boys and girls of today will be among
1/ Mahoney, John J., Kor Us the Living , Nev/ York: Harper and
Brothers, 1945, chapter 1.
cc
the builders in a few short years. Therefore, in this course,
which may be their last formal preparation for citizenship, the
objectives might well be to develop a knowledge of our present
democracy, to promote an understanding of democratic ideas as
applied to present problems, and to encourage an attitude of
personal responsibility for the support and maintenance of the
ideals and appropriate institutions of democracy", l/
"(1) the educational program should aid the learner in
making effective adaptation to his environment in all its major
aspects-- physical, economic, and social; (2) the educational
program should develop in each individual those personal char-
acteristics that will enable him to participate effectively in
the preservation and extension of the culture", 2/
"Since 1953 the author, with the assistance of members of
the staff of the Civics Kesearch Institute, has conducted a
number of research programs in the teaching of social studies.
Superintendents, teachers, and pupils in a hundred and fifty
coinmunities throughout the United States have co-operated in
these studies. The objective has been to develop teaching
methods and materials that would aid students to relate public
l/Blaich, T.P. and Baumgartner , J.u. and Stanley, K.J., The
uhallenge of Democracy ,]\Iew lork: narper and Brothers, 1942,
p. xiv.
2/ Giles, H.H. and Mcuutchen, S.P. and Zechiel, A.N., Exploring
the Curriculum , Adventure in American Education Volume II , New
York; Harper and Brothers, 1942, p. 5.
C
affairs and social problems directly to their ovm lives and
their own communities and that vjould give them the desire and
the ability to participate Intelligently in the conduct of
governjnent and the development of means of dealing v^ith social
and economic problems", l/
"Education for citizenship means turning out of the schools
young men and women who possess those interests, understandings
and attitudes which will function to enable them, as adults, to
perpetuate democracy in these United States, and to im.prove its
workings^ Accordingly, an effective plan of education for
citizenship necessitates, first of all, an examination of the
actual workings of democracy in the adult world to the end that,
its weaknesses spotted, vi^e may fashion specific teachings which,
hopefully, will cure those weaknesses". 2j
"Therefore I propose a teacher-pupil program in what is
seemingly the broader concept of citizenship education. Citizen
ship education implies a major area of* living along with other
areas of universal activity such as comimmication, earning a liv^
ing, keeping well, being a good parent, and using leisure wisely.
Within the citizenship area there is the social heritage as sys-
tematized in the subjects now called history, geography, govern-
ment, economics and sociology. Citizenship education as used here
treats the social studies as service materials. uitizenship
1/0'Rourke, L.J. , Our Democracy and Its Problems , Boston: D. G.
Heath and company, 1942, p. v.
2/Mahoney, John J., op. cit ., pp. 6-9.
c
education demands an organization based upon a dynamic psychol-
ogy. This involves: (1) constant practice in studying problems
of social living and (2) motivation implied in realizing high
levels of appreciation and feeling.
"The present writer believes that there can be no rigidly
prescribed curriculiom as worked out by specialists. He pro-
tests vigorously the present ' much-ado-about -nothing' curricu-
lum-making where teachers outline courses closely adhering to
a favorite text-book or some publisher expands this usual out-
line of a course of study into 'another' textbook. It is the
writer* s thesis that teachers, administrators, and even pupils
— working together — with the same amomt of energy, and with
infinitely more profit to themselves, may develop new and sig-
nificant organizations of materials.
"A major issue before each contributor to this publication
is, therefore, whether one should attempt a fairly detailed out-
line of a curriculum or whether it is educationally more profit-
able to the teacher and pupils to have a suggestive outline of
the sources of the curriculum and of techniques of procedure,
I prefer the latter choice. The basic need, though, is social
invention.
"New materials of instruction are crucial and new organiza-
tion, of the old conventional materials can well be worked out.
It is my plea that we do all we can to stimulate the creation
of new organizations, new materials, new activities on the part
of each teacher who in turn should promote pupil creation of
rI
new organizations, new materials, and new activities", l/
"Democracy can no longer be presented in the old way.
New ways to revitalize it and present It to the student must
be used. No one can take it for granted that the youth of the
country know what Democracy really is". 2/
In the light or such conclusions it seems feasible to pre-
sent a source unit organization in the field of citizenship
education which stresses informative and functional values.
1/ Rugg, Earle U. , "A Teacher-Jfupil Program in Citizenship
Education", in The ^ture of the Social Studies
,
1939, The
National Council for the Social Studies, p, 126.
2/ Bemays, Edward L. , Speak Up for Democracy , New York: The
Viking Press, 1940, p. 77.

8TEraUNOLOGY l/
The Source Unit refers to a unit of materials which teachers ma^l
find helpful in developing, in this instance, certain phases of
"a course on citizenship training. Its purpose is to furnish
teachers with some basic ideas and suggestions, together with
an extended list of references, which they may adapt in whole
or in part to their own particular classroom needs. It is not
an attempt to present a "cut and dried" unit of work, but ratherj
as the word "source" indicates, to present materials which
teachers may mold to their own unique classroom situations.
Much material and many activities, not suggested here, will
develop from the individual classroom experience and local sit-
uation which will enrich the source ideas from which they spring
The Unit of Learning refers to the teacher's goal of a sequence
of recognizable advances to be made by the students in certain
concepts, skills, attitudes, ideals and appreciations. It is
regarded as something internal to the student.
The Topic is the important source of suggestion of the field
around which the unit is to be built.
The Unit represents the teacher's verbal statement of the
goal to be reached in the development of the topic. Its
purpose is to list the desirable changes to be made by the
students in certain concepts, ideals, attitudes and appre-
1/Billett, Roy 0, , i^lindamentals of Secondary-School Teaching wit
Emphasis on the Unit Method , Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1940. pp. 464, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509.

9ciations
.
The Delimitation of the Unit is the statement of the
lesser learning products which are components of the
unit and which are to he made the direct object of
instruction for a certain class, a certain situation
and a certain time period. In a source unit the mater-
ial is more general in scope, so that it may be used
as core material for adaptation to a teacher's speci-
fic situation. The delimitation is for the teacher's
use only in setting the goal of material to be covered.
Incidental and Indirect Learning Products represent the
teacher's verbal statement of possible learning out-
comes and of certain ideals, attitudes and appreciations
which it is hoped will be developed from student partic-
ipation in the Unit of Work.
References for Teachers consist of a bibliography of
books and ms-terials v/hich teachers will find helpful in
preparing and carrying out the work of the unit. In a
source unit many suggested references for teachers are
given in order to allow for a wider and more varied
application of the material under consideration.
The Unit of Vvork (sometimes called "experiential imit") refers
to a sequence of student activities by means of which the
teacher's goal of a sequence of recognizable advances to be
made by the students in certain concepts, skills, ideals,
attitudes and appreciations will be achieved. The unit of
r
work Is stated in terms of an environment external to the stu-
dent and with which the student is to interact.
The Unit Assignment is the general plan of teacher-pupil activ-
ity. Each part o? the unit assignment as outlined allov/s for
development, by capitalizing on pertinent current events or by
making allowances for individual differences, etc., as the
teaching-learning cycle unfolds. The purpose of the unit assign
ment is to develop reflective thinking on the part of each stu-
dent by presenting problem-solving activities.
The Introduction is to be found at the beginning of each
Unit Assignment, its purpose is to introduce the Unit of
Work by developing a reflective attitude concerning the
problem or problems to be considered. It is a general pre-
view or setting for the work to be achieved.
Uore Activities (for individual student study and investiga-
tion) refer to that part of the unit assignment in which it
is expected that all students will participate. x*'or the
most part, it is required v/ork.
The General Study and Activity Quide is a mimeographed sheet
on which the core activities and their corresponding refer-
ences are printed. It serves as a study guide of the work
to be accomplished; and each student is presented with a
copy.
Optional Related Activities refer to activities in which
students take part because they wish to do so. i?'or this
purpose a list of activities are suggested. The student.

however, if he desires and with teacher approval, may
elect some optional or related activity of his o\m.
This allows for the development and expression of in-
dividual interests and initiative. In each classroom
experience the teacher may develop many field activi-
ties which will he of special value to the particular
class in its own local situation.
The Special Study and Activity Guide is to be found on
the teacher' s desk in the form of a card index of
suggested optional and related activities. Students,
so interested, will find the card index available with
its suggestions for further activity on a given problem
or phase of the Unit of V;ork.
Evaluative Activities refer to the forms of testing
which the teacher may devise as a means of evaluating
the work of each unit. irirst, it is often desirable
to discover by means of diagnostic tests, what each
student has already learned in the field which is to be
under consideration. Second, testing to know the amountj
of progress students are making is also essential. And
third, at the close of each unit, it is advisable through
testing to discover what each student has achieved.
Student References consist of a bibliography v/hich stu-
dents will find helpful in preparing and carrying out
the material to be achieved under the Unit of Work,
The bibliography is broken down into several parts.
r
one part for each sub-topic of the Unit Assignment,
After each set of core activities on the General
Study and Activity Cfuide, a list of appropriate refer
ences is given. f'or seniors in high school, it is
not deemed advisable to simplify the bibliography
further by giving chapter and page; for it is essen-
tial to develop student initiative in finding appro-
priate material from the list of references given.
Likewise, it is advisable not to simplify too much
the vocabulary used throughout the Unit Assignment,
for seniors should be developing an increased and
improved vocabulary, l/
1/ References for Students have been selected from iiuggested
Readings by: (1) Blaich, Theodore F. and Baumgartner, Joseph u,
and Stanley, Richard J. , in The challenge of Democracy , New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1942; (2) O'Rourke, L.J., in Our
Democracy and Its Problems, Boston: D,G, Heath and Company, 194^
r
CHAPTER II
APPLICATION OP PSYCHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES IN CITIZENSHIP LEARNING
Introduction
In the teaching of citizenship individual and social im-
provement cannot be brought about by means of studying factual
knowledge alone. Such improvement comes through the develop-
ment of new and better thought processes resulting from student
training along the lines of basic psychological principles.
Only then will nev/ and desired habits, concepts, attitudes and
appreciations develop and find application to the life situation
itself. uitizenship, individually and collectively, has a com-
plicated make-up in which revolve concepts, habits, attitudes,
ideals, appreciations and prejudices. formal learning will not
suffice in citizenship training. Instead proper motivations,
learning techniques and haoits must be used to develop the urder-'
standings and attitudes which vail help to eliminate the unhappi"
ness, lost motion, frustration and feeling of inferiority which
arise from poor learning situations and their resulting perform-
ances. Unless an understanding of the student and the learning
process are applied to schoolroom procedures so that efficient
learning resulting in successful adjustment to lifers problems
ensues, a course in citizenship training will fail.
c
14
"Because the teacher is a practical person who should be
able to shape conduct and control the sources of adjustment by
means of the processes of active learning, emphasis is also
placed on a view of human nature which is behavioral and func-
tional in its inflection", l/
Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to relate the general prin-
ciples of learning to citizenship as taught in a unit of work
in a Civics or Problems of Democracy course,
"The chief purpose of educational psychology is to develop
facts and principles which will form the basis for economical
methods of learning and teaching",
Nature and Definition of Learning
In the unit organization of citizenship the following fac-
tors are stressed:
1, The individual's opportunities as a citizen of the
United States
2, His personality, which would include his mind and
emotions resulting in attitudes and behavior
3, His life work, which would include his school life,
1/ Griffith, Coleman R,, Psychology Applied to Teaching and
Learning , New York: F'arrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1959, Preface vi
.
2/ Davis, Robert A., Psychology of Learning , New York: McGraw-
Hill Book uompany. Inc., 1935, p. 3.

vocational and economic preparedness and the making of
a home
4, His job as a citizen member of a democratic group with
its social and political responsibilities
5. His future, which would include need for planning,
standards and goals of achievement.
All of these learning processes employ the following func-
tions or combination of fimctions: perceiving, remembering,
imagining, acting, emoting, inspecting, searching, comprehend-
ing and problem-solving thinking. Many of these functions as
established previously in the individual's thinking will be de-
veloped, improved or modified as the course unfolds. The degree
to which these changes take place will, of course, depend upon
the individual's current conceptions, attitudes and ideals as
v/ell as upon those which the teacher wishes to inculcate. Cit-
izenship to be effectively taught will depend primarily upon
proper application of the psychological learning principles of
searching, inspecting, comprehending, problem-solving and feel-
ing (or emotion) leading to the development of wholesome under-
standings, attitudes, ideals and actions.
In teaching "the individual's opportunities" stress will be
placed upon the heritage and challerige of democracy. This in-
volves inspection, remembering and ccanprehending by the individ-
ual of what is meant by "the heritage and challenge of democ-
racy", Chiefly this is an introductory or fixation type of
exercise, which seeks to reviev/ and fix in the individual's mind
t
the opportunities, benefits and responsibilities which are his
as a citizen of the United States, On the basis of this, a
justifiable appeal is made to the individual's emotions of love
for his country, pride in its accomplishments and in the oppor-
tunities it offers. Possibly from this will arise a desire to
be a better citizen or to make more of his opportunities.
In teaching "personality" stress will be placed upon under-
standing what is meant by personality, kinds of personality and
their make-up, elements of a successful or desirable personality
values of a well-rourded personality and development and improve |-
ment of personality. It is conceivable that this type of study
would require all nine of tiie above-mentioned functions. The
meaning of personality would necessitate first his remembered
perceptions of what he things personality is. Then inspection,
searching and comprehension would be needed before discussion
would be adequate. Kinds of personality would require the same
procedure with imagining coming in to explain the malce-up of
personality types — why people behave as they do, etc. The
elements of a successful personality would call for deeper think
ing and, in addition to the functions already in use, problem-
solving thinking v/ould be necessary -- why is a certain personal
ity trait desirable only up to a certain point, etc. Considera-
tion of the values of a well-rounded personality would result in
remembered perceptions, imagining, emotional responses, inspec-
tion, searching, comprehending and problem solving. Improving
personality, which would include elimination of bad traits and
1
substitution of desirable traits, would necessitate use of all
of the nine functions with special emphasis upon introspection
and action. It would also involve integration by the student
of his learning processes covering the various phases of per-
sonality. Throughout the study, the question of attitudes,
prejudices and ideals would be interv/oven. And from the class
discussions and individual study it is to be hoped that the stu-
dent will not only have a clearer conception of the importance
of a well-rounded personality, but that he will v/ant to improve
his personality accordingly.
In teaching "preparing for life" stress will be centered
upon education, vocational preparedness, economic preparedness
and home making. The main objective in discussion of the topic
of education is to develop in the individual wholesome attitudes
toward school and its learning opportunities. Inspection,
searching and comprehending will be needed in the analysis of
why we have schools, why we go to school, why we should and how
Y/e can mate the most of educational opportunities. Special
emphasis will be placed upon developing the comprehension of the
importance of individual initiative. Vocational preparedness;
requires particularly the function of introspection, although
all the functions play a part. Comprehension of one's interest
and abilities, plus comprehension of vocations and vocational
opportunities, are necessary. Proper attitudes toward work
should be a teaching-learning outcome, Preparation for actual
vocational work can be made by searching and inspecting avail-

able school and out-of-school opportunities for training In the
j
individual's field or fields of interest. Economic prepared-
ness requires problem-solving thinking. The importance of
knowing how to spend and to save wisely, according to income,
of distinguishing between those items which are essential and.
non-essential for certain standards of living, of having some
form of social security, hospitalization, insurance, etc., will
be stressed. Here, of course, inspection, searching, compre-
hension, perhaps remembering family experiences, are of value.
Home makirjg would be considered the functions of inspection,
searching, remembered perceptions, comprehension and problem-
solving thinking. Proper emotional responses would be needed,
both in solving and applying the information discussed.
In teaching "social responsibility" emphasis will be placec,
upon the family, its history and contributions to society;
social consciousness; religious influence; and political democ-
racy. Here again, in the case of the history of the family anc^,
its social contributions, the teacher is seeking to fix in the
minds of the students the national, race and religious contri-
butions to the American way of life. Remembered perceptions,
imagining, emoting, inspecting, seaching and comprehending
take place. These learning functions prepare the student for
the topic of social consciousness where special emphasis is
placed upon elimination of prejudices (without direct student
av/areness of the fact) and the development of intelligent
attitudes in the light of the facts obtained. Some emotional

influence will be of value here in stressing the point. However
racial and religious understanding must be handled in such a way
that proper attitudes and appreciations will be developed throug]
comprehension of the facts and application of the principles of
democratic living. Action as the chief function is essential
for successful learning. In dealing with the influence of re-
ligion comprehension of the general meaning of religion is first
necessary. This would involve remembered perceptions, intro-
spection and emotions. i<*urther considerations would require in-
spection, searching and comprehension. A discussion of relig-
ious freedom and relgious tolerance would involve comprehending
what is meant in the light of our inherent democratic rights
and in the light of man's humanity. Regligion' s contribution
to democracy would call forth remembered perceptions, imagining,
inspection, searching and comprehension. Religious problems
raised v/ould need problem-solving thinking for solution. Polit-
ical democracy, for understanding of the term, would necessitate
inspection and comprehension. Some imagining would be involved
as well. Discussing the value of it would call for remembered
perceptions, emotion and comprehension. uonsidering the im-
provement and perpetuation of political democracy would include
perception, comprehension and problem-solving thinking. The
purpose then in teaching social responsibility is, through in-
telligent perception, comprehension and problem-solving thinking
the eliminating of prejudices and the putting into action of
wholesome attitudes toward the members of society, as v/ell as

assuming responsibility for social tasks.
In teaching "looking into the future" the functions of
inspection, searching, comprehending, problem-solving thinking
and emotion, together v^ith action, would be interwoven with
imagining playing a leading role. Necessity for planning and
setting up standards and goals for future achievement would re-
quire problem solving with insp3ction, comprehension and imagin-(
ing working together. Therefore, the aim in teaching this
topic would be to integrate the unit information already dis-
cussed with the purpose of fixing pe-^ceptions and comprehension^
of those traits, attitudes and understandings which will help ii)
guiding the individual in his growth toward a useful, success-
ful and happy life in our American democracy.
The Principles of Maturation
Such a course in citizenship as has been outlined above
v>?ould be most applicable for juniors and seniors in high school!
preferably for seniors. Its purpose is to sum up and emphasize
those understandings, traits and attitudes which make for suc-
cessful democratic living, at a time v/hen the students are
mature and about to leave school for a place in society. This
would seem to be the psychological time to present such a cours^
The degree of maturity on the part of the students is important
in such a course as the functional aspects of perception, com-
prehension and problem-solving thinking require more mature
judgment than younger students might have. A minimum age of
sixteen would seem desirable, although individual differences

would have to be considered. A student who is too young would
have difficulty in comprehending the material under discussion
and lack the problem-solving ability necessary for successful
understanding and solution of the problems.
The Principle of Varied Reactions
Trial and error play an important part in the problem-
solving thinking required in citizenship learning. Suggestions
are made and discussed in the solving of problems, and errors
are eliminated in reaching successful solutions. This type of
learning is particularly valuable in citizenship training as it
is essential to eliminate faulty ideas, attitudes and prejudice
To do this it is necessary to get these false notions out into
the open where they may be discussed and discarded as not being
acceptable solutions for attaining the goal most desirable for
satisfactory settlement of the problem. It is through the
varied reactions which arise in such a situation that the in-
dividual learns to appraise his own and other opinions and, by
means of reflective thinking, eliminate undesirable ideas, trait||s
and iiaoits and formulate concepts which will have greater in-
dividual and social value. There is, however, in this method
a danger of dv/elling too long on the undesirable, of emphasiz-
ing too many "do nots" or of arguing for the undesirable for
argument's sake, unless the teacher, by proper motivations and
an adequate explanation of the goal to De reached, furnishes
careful guidance. If this is done, errors will be eliminated
and successful solutions will be reached with a minimum of tria

and error procedure. Provisions should be made for purposive
activity, and the students should be adequately prepared for the
situations to which they are to respond. It is to be remembered
that varied reactions are always to be guided by the problem to
be solved.
"It is the task of the school to see to it tiiat learning
takes place under conditions that will make it meaningful and
vital. The goals must be adjusted to the developmental process*
Through skillful guidance, the pupil should be helped to master
effective habits of work and study. Instruction should seek to
reduce fumbling and success in learning to a minimum. The in-
structional materials used must be effectively constructed and
organized so that the learning difficulties encountered in mas-
tering the skills and knowledges will be reduced to a minimum".
The Principles of Repetition
Repetition is of value in citizenship training in so much as
all phases of the subject are interrelated and interwoven. Such
repetition should be closely and meaningfully associated with the
student's past knovif ledge and experience in relating it to present;
and future ones. Such relearning should help in developing re-
flective thinking and problem-solving ability in present and
future situations in the light of his past knowledge and exper-
1/ Barr, A.S. and Burton, W.H, and Brueckner, L.J., Supervis ion .
New York; D. Apple ton-Century Company, 1938, p. 583.

ience. Special emphasis will be placed upon tying together,
strengthening and driving home those traits, attitudes and idealii
which will guide the growth of the individual student in helping
him to lead a useful and happy life in our American democracy.
Repetition must be such that it enables the individual to recall
the pertinent concepts of citizenship he has studied and then to
apply these concepts successfully in the problem-solving think-
ing of his individual and social life. Therefore, in the teach-
ing of citizenship, sufficient repetitions, fixations and over-
learning are necessary so that the individual will be able to
recall, recognize and thus apply his knowledge in intelligent
terms of judgment and reasoning.
"This functional association of the new and the old to give
meaning tends to unify them. Using ideas again and again in
handling similar situations will further associate them and lead
to better understanding and control of the new concepts," l/
The Principle of Motivation
Motivation is important in the learning process of citizen-
ship training because the greater the amount of reasonable moti-
vation, the more easily and more rapidly learning takes place.
Motivation must, of course, be goal-centered and purposeful to
be effective, Proper motivation can make the difference betweer.
1/ Garrison, Iloble Lee, Tlie Technique and Administration of
Teaching
,
New York: American Book Company, 1933, p. 76,

the spark and the flame. It can also prevent the conflagra-
tion. It is natural to assiime that certain outcomes are for
the best interests of the students, but it is a different sit-
uation to instruct them so that they will want the things
which may be of most value to them. It is here that motiva-
tion plays an important role. This course offers an excellent
opportunity for motivation, because it is beaod upon the indiv-
idual's primary interests, desires, experiences, abilities and
needs. The purpose of the course is to consider those factors
and influences in an individual's life which are most important
to him in his everyday living. Under these conditions, with
careful guidance, there should be no lack for motivation; and,
in fact, much of the study will be motivated by the students
themselves, i^^rom these natural tendencies for self -mot ivation
the teacher will use incentives (intellectual, emotional and
social), tasks, and problems as well as attitudes, appreciation)?
and ideals for further motivation toward the desired learning
outcomes. Thus new motives, interests and goals will be
achieved which should help the student to develop independence
and power of thinking in dealing intelligently with individual
and social problems. This course is chiefly concerned with
reflective thinking along social lines; and, therefore, all
motivation should be to that end.
"When the pupil assumes an active attitude toward work and
studies with the determination to achieve and retain, progress
e
Is always better than when he has a passive attitude. The \7ll]|
to learn is best fostered by making definite assignments, by
setting objectives of achievement and by keeping pupils informec^
of their progress, Motivation is essentially a process of
creating and changing attitudes", l/
The Principle of Conditioning
One of the chief aims of this unit on citizenship training
is to try to eliminate youthful national, racial and religious
prejudices. The best v/ay in which this problem can be solved
is through the principle of conditioning. i^'or example, let it
be assumed that some students in the class are unfavorably
prejudiced against certain groups in this country with a partic
ular national origin. To eliminate such group prejudices the
teacher introduces for consideration the topic, "i^'amily", The
family, its make-up, its responsibilities and contributions to
society are discussed. Then a study of the history of fami-
lies in the United States and their contributions to the coun-
try's well-being is initiated. Interesting examples of im-
portant contributions by nationalities are given and discussed.
This is followed by the question and discussion of group in-
tolerance and prejudice. It is hoped that by adequate presen-
tation cf the facts of group contributions to the nation (ade-
quate stimulus) the new response (functional trend) will be
1/ Davis, Robert A., op. cit ., p. 306.
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that of adopting a reflective and tolerant attitude toward so-
called national groups instead of holding to the old prejudice
(inadequate stimulus) of group hatreds. This learning could
have a follow-up value hy presenting for consideration and dis-
cussion the topic, "Religious Tolerance". The students who
were inclined to be intolerant in their religious views might,
as a result of the previous discussion, think of possible con-
tributions made by different religions to the national well-bein^
and come to the prompt decision that it wouldn* t be fair to con-
demn any religious group without an honest investigation of the
facts. The same procedure would "oe used in dealing with racial
prejudices. An example of extinction would then follow. At
the mention of certain national, religious or racial group names
the newly conditioned individual would fail to respond acrimoni-
ously as had been his previous custom when those names were men-
tioned.
There are many distractions which might block responses in
a classroom situation. Some are external, dealing with the
student's physical environment. Some are the result of inter-
nal conditions or of internal emotional conflicts. Individual
powers of discrimination are impaired by these external, inter-
nal or emotional causes. Sensory defects are often contribut-
ing factors to unsatisfactory learning. All such factors should
be considered by teachers and dealt with so that satisfactory
learning may take place.
r
The subject or topic an individual is studying may be so
closely akin to some other he is learning that he becomes con-
fused and inhibition sets in. The use of meaningful associa-
tions will prevent such a situation. And the purpose of this
course is to create such meaningful associations that the sub-
topics of the course will be interrelated and integrated into
a unified pattern. In the early stages of the course, stu-
dents may have difficulty discriminating between similar stim-
uli, as for example in the understanding of such terms as:
basic and acquired personality traits, attitudes, prejudices
and ideals. The fact that the s tudents are more mature, de-
veloping understandings readily, would presage rapid growth in
discriminative ability. This discriminative ability would
unfold along with the interrelation and integration of the com-
ponent parts of the unit. In which case the individual would
be aDle to discriminate the parts in relation to each other
and in relation to the whole
.
Unless all these factors are observed there will be blocke(3
and delayed conditioned responses with less opportunity for in-
tegrating simultaneous or successive stimuli in eliciting a
unitary response. A satisfactory eraotional overtone in the
classroom is needed in order to facilitate the type of discrim-
ination which is necessary for successful learning.
The Principle of Relationships
This principle of learning is an important one in citizen-
ship training. It has great potentiality for producing

desired outcomes. It is important in the study of individual
and social problems that the individual acquire the ability to
take separate features of a total configuration which hitherto
had not entered into a meaningful relationship one to another
and suddenly acquire such a relationship. Once he has seen
the relationships which unify his experiences in this regard
he will be able to form revised concepts related thereto.
The lessons of the unit are not only interrelated, but
they are related to the out-of -class individual and collective
interests, desires and activities of* the students. Emphasis
is placed upon the relation of each problem to the individual,
his needs and interests. This, in turn, is related to the
needs and interests Ol society. A citizenship course would
have history and literature, its nearest of book kin, from
which to draw rich source materials . But the greatest source
from which to draw relationships is the individuals themselves
and the social democratic order in which they live, V/here
concepts, attitudes, appreciations and ideals are being con-
sidered, the importance of developing proper relationships
betv?een subject matter and materials and between individual and
social experiences is paramount.
Insight in solving social or individual problems taljBs
place when the individual discerns more or less quickly the
essential relationship between apparently unrelated parts of
a total situation. J^'or example after studying kinds of per-
sonality, how they affect others and elements for a desirable

personality, the individual might suddenly develop a mind pic-
ture of his own personality, its strength and weakness, which
hadn't occurred to him before. And he might realize how much
better he could get along with his friends if he were to de-
velop certain traits and to discard others.
Students in this course will have a sense of be longingness
,
for the problems under discussion will be pertinent to each and
every student. tie should feel a personal interest in the work
and discussions, since they are part and parcel of his way of
life. The context of the unit will be worked out by the stu-
dents with the help of a General and a Special Activity Guide
prepared for that purpose by the teacher. In addition, student
suggestions and recommendations v/ill be v/elcomed for incorpora-
tion wherever feasible. Meaningful associations will be secured
through exercise of learned concepts or attitudes (being toler-
ant) or practice of the desired response (developing a well-
rounded personality) in connection with the situation or res-
ponse with vvhich it is to be associated. In the field of socia!.
contacts, we cannot help but realize the importance of our per-
cqJiual meanings which depend upon the organization of the sensor/
fields — what we see and read, \tia.t v/e hear, how we feel — in
their relation to formed concepts, attitudes and ideals. A stu-
dent may hear a certain religion spoken so disparagingly of that
he develops the perception that the particular religion and the
people belonging to it are beyond the pale. Another student is
disappointed in a friendship and develops the perception that

friends aren't to be trusted. Through meaningful associations
the student has to be helped in correcting these errors and,
above all, in developing an intelligent reflective attitude
which will prevent such errors from occurring.
llot only are relationships needed in building concepts,
but also, and more important, in successfully carrying these
concepts over into actual social living. Ihere cannot be too
many relationships of this latter type, for they are the factors
which will determine whether or not the unit outcomes are going
to be lip service or functional in nature.
The Course of Improvement
Improvement in performance is made as the individual* s
habits and skills of thought and work result in accuracy of
perception, close attending, resolute purpose, sound thinking
and acting. In the measurement of proper attitudes, ideals
and appreciations resulting from, the teaching of citizenship,
the main difficulty is found in separating those verbal v/ritten
statements by the individual of his attitudes, ideals and appre-
ciations from his practice in the expression of them. To be
carefully measured as to improvement in citizenship, the in-
dividual would have to be observed unawares, as he reacts to
;
his life situations. To some degree the teacher may be able
to tell to what extent the student is acquiring desirable in-
dividual and social traits. But the chief test of these in-
tangible traits is not alone in the lip service or classroom

behavior of the student, but in his actual behavior resulting
from his acceptance and assimilation of desirable traits,
attitudes and ideals. It is essential that the teacher, in
fostering these desirable intangibles, do so by positive means
of acceleration. To say that one shouldn't discriminate
against the people of a particular national origin, isn't going
to change a student's prejudice. Only by building up a posi-
tive factual case from the great contributions to the American
way of life by this group of particular national origin, and
by an understanding of the full meaning of democracy, can such
a prejudice be eradicated. Although it will be necessary to
use negative acceleration in saying that such a trait, attitude
or ideal is not desirable, and to show the unpleasantness that
develops from it, the stress must be placed upon building up
the desirable to such a degree that it will become more accept-
able than the undesirable. This can be done through persisten"
and extended training so that the desirable v/111 become the
accepted guide for behavior and conduct. In doing this, pos-
itive emotional attitudes are essential.
"It is easy to see why so much attention should be given
to these feeling reactions in our school xjovk and in all prepar
ation for life. The resiilt is the basic factor in effecting
adjustments in a democracy. It explains v/hy so much of public
opinion is a matter of education pure and simple — an educa-
tion aimed at the proper attitudes. If we v;i sh to develop

desirable attitrades -- those favorable to the better things of
life and opposed to the lesser values — v/e must see to it that
the individual's experiences in relation to these better things
are attended by pleasant and satisfying emotional reactions, and
that those experiences related to the lesser values are attended
by annoying or unpleasant feelings or emotional reactions. In
this way the learner v/ould come to appreciate and value the ad-
vantages and merit of the better things and the insufficiency
and dangers of the worse things in life", l/
Limits of improvement in developing acceptable traits,
attitudes, appreciations and ideals, would depend upon such fac-
tors as: how deeply Ingrained the undesirable characteristics
are; hov; effective the teaching in correcting and eliminating
the undesirable, and in establishing new desirables is; and what
the influences on the individual by his home, friends and asso-
ciates are.
The learning curve would have little relative value in
citizenship training owing to the intangible natiare and the sub-
jective factors involved. Although a learning curve might be
plotted by means of objective tests showing the development in
acquired concepts, attitudes, appreciations and ideals, it would
hardly be reliable or valid as there would be no distinction
between information and practice in expression. uonduct alone
is the criterion for successful citizenship learning.
1/ Garrison, Noble Lee, op. cit ., pp. 95-96.
i
i^'or any improveinent of learning to take place satisfactory
environmental and sensory factors, as well as proper study habiti
,
are necessary. Students often suffer from unsuspected sensory
defects which seriously handicap their ability to do successful
work. Lack of a proper amount and kind of nourishment, rest or
exercise will often make a student listless or lacking in the
mental alertness v/hich is necessary for good health and adequate
attention to his studies. Proper lighting and ventilation in a
classroom v/ill prevent disagreeable physical disturbances and
mental sluggishness. The teacher, realizing the importance of
all these factors, should deal with them accordingly.
The Forms of Learning
1. Development of motor skills as such plays a
negligible part in the teaching of citizenship,
although the acquiring of such skills is important
for developing a well-rounded personality.
2. Development of perception, including training in
observation and attention, plays an important role
in teaching individual and social relationships.
Learning from perceiving the actions and opinions
of others, individually and collectively, affects
the individual tremendously; for he is by nature
a social being, and so influenced.
3. T'emorizing or rote verbal learning would not enter
greatly into the picture of citizenship teaching.

Such terms or concepts as are to be learned v/ill be
better served if phrased and learned by the individual
from his own vocabulary understanding rather than
by recourse to rote learning of teacher-established
definitions which might have little associative
value to him.
"One phase of logical learning deals with the type
which aims to get meanings from material v/ithout
verbatim reproduction. The pupil is expected to diges
materials of assignments so that he may discuss ques-
tions and topics during recitations and examinations.
i:'roblem-3olving procedure may be applied to any school
subject and it is only when the pupil is presented with
a situation which demands the exercise of originality
and creative ability that the highest type of learning
may be developed". 1/
4. Comprehending, development of understanding, including
development of concepts and reading for information, is
of paramount importance in citizenship teaching. With-
out this foundation of understanding, the student would
not be ready to proceed to problem-solving thinking and
to the development of worth while traits, attitudes,
appreciations and ideals.
1/ Davis, Robert A., op. cit ., p. 152.
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5. Development of the ability to think out the solution of
prohlems is essential for creating the constructive
thinking which each individual needs if he is to solve
his personal and social problems successfully,
6. Development of emotional reactions, including mental-
hygiene habits and appreciation, is likewise desirable
in citizenship teaching. Individual and social be-
havior are the result of emotional reactions to life
situations which makes it important that proper habits
of mental-hygiene and appreciations be established.
7. Development of attitudes and ideals, including charac-
ter training, is the "sine qua non" without which the
individual cannot develop into a well-rounded personal-
ity, ready to take a place of responsibility in the
democratic American society to which he belongs.
Description of Learning Steps and Conditions of Efficiency
In the teaching of citizenship the last three forms of
learning mentioned above -- development of problem-solving
ability, development of emotional reactions, development of
attitudes and ideals -- dependent of course upon perception
and comprehension, are the chief learning steps to be desired,
uitizenship learning would be augmented by provision for in-
dividual study and investigation (student reading references),
by core and optional related activities, by additional sugges-
tions for reports and discussions and by auditory and visual
r
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aids wherever feasible.
t**or dealing with the important phase of problem-solving
learning, care v;ill be taken to observe the following six steps
in the process of thinking which aid in learrxing;
1. stating and defining the problem
2. establishing a feeling of need for a solution
3. making suggestions for its solution
4. evaluating the suggestions
5. arriving at a solution
6. acting upon or applying the solution results.
Retention, Recall and Recognition
The most important factors for conditions of learning that
favor retention of the content of the unit on citizenship are:
1, an interest by the individual in the problems under
consideration resulting from the close connection of
these problems v;ith the individual's daily life and
welfare (common elements)
2. an interesting and challenging presentation of the
materials (intensity)
3. an interrelating and stressing of topic to topic and
topic to whole, working toward the unified goal of
guiding the individual's growth in helping him to
prepare for a happy and useful life (frequency)
4, a strengthening, by suitable time elapses between
learning, of those automatized responses and habit
0
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formations which are desired and which make ideas
useable and practicable (recency)
5. a building o? positive values in teaching the materials
having to do with attitudes, appreciations, character-
istics and ideals so that the individual will have a
feeling for socially desirable responses (primacy and
effect )
.
Retroactive inhibition may be kept at a minimum if the
first learning situation is mastered thoroughly. Then the new
learning situation will have little pov/er to interfere v/ith, or
be interfered by, it. And, if the first situation is adequate-
ly mastered, instead of being affected by the new learning sit-
uation, similarity of the first may aid in a more rapid learn-
ing of the second. Retroactive inhibition m.ay be prevented by
eliminating any unpleasantness or any distracting influences in
the classroom or in the learning situation. It also may be
kept at a minimum if an interval of rest or change is allov/ed
between learning situations. Individual understanding and
treatment is necessary to prevent extreme cases of inhibitory
tendencies. In teaching citizenship, the teacher should be
alert to prevent ridicule or sarcasm (of errors, misconceptions
or the like) which would iiihibit in an individual the desired
natural responses necessary for m^aking learning worth while.
In a course of study such as this which requires under-
standing and comprehension of meaning v^ith interpretation and

application of materials, there is no need for rote inemor ization
Recall v/ill be fostered by logical learning which stresses asso-
ciations, casual relations and reflective thinking. It is more
important for the student to remember basic ideas, concepts,
attitudes and appreciations and their application, than it is
for him to recall definitions, specific examples and the like.
It is desirable that, through the learning process, the student
form and be able to form proper associations, correct miscon-
ceptions and false ideas, and develop positive character traits
for application to his life situation. Thus, much that is
formal in learning must be eliminated. Nothing would be more
detrimental to successful learning in a citizenship course than
the use of rote memorization. Restatement of materials ^ould
be given by the individual in terms of his own feelings and re-
actions in order to prevent the development of a lip service typ^
of learning, which would defeat the purpose of c itizenship train]
ing.
"Retention may be measured by the methods of relearning,
recall and recognition, and each of these methods has its par-
ticular techniques, which measure different phases of the same
process. The relearning method is most applicable for exper-
imental purposes, while the methods of recall and recognition
are most useful as measures of school achievement.
"Retention is enhanced by orderly arrangement of materjala
during learning. Overlearning is essential in all subjects
<
and may consist in continued drill or assimilation of that
which has been studied. In distributed learning there is op-
portunity to form useful associations. The chief advantage of
the whole method of learning is that it provides opportunity
for the formation of many associations. confidence and in-
tention to retain, imply an active attitude toward work, with
emphasis upon pertinent relationships and the minimizing of
distracting influences", l/
Transfer of Learning
I^nowledge of other subjects greatly affects the learning
of citizenship. This is true chiefly because the student in
his other studies is developing his abilities in acquiring the
seven fundamental skills of learning. At the same time he is
learning to react as a member of society. Those subjects
which develop skills in perception, comprehension and problem
solving, and formulate good habits of mental-hygiene, and fos-
ter worth while appreciations, attitudes and ideals, are espec
ially valuable in citizenship training.
The goal of transfer values in this unit on citizenship
are best summed up by Heaton:
"1. A growing ability to meet daily situations and to
mal© the choices in daily life in ways that are the
most satisfying to the greatest number of people over
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the longest period of time.
2. f^'reedom from unnecessary emotional conflicts or
disturbances
•
3. Progressive ability to meet the temptations of life
through the direction of energy into wholesome channels
and by the inhibition of undesirable impulses.
4. Appreciation for the taken-for-granted things of life -
the blessing of home, school, and community, the ser-
vice of parents, teachers and public servants, the
beauties and necessities provided by nature.
5. Appreciation for the contribution of the past the
achievements, the ideals, the ways of living of the
older generation, and of the race as a whole.
6. Open-mindedness or the ability to modify one's atti-
tudes and ways of living in harmony with new truths
and new experiences.
7. Ability to see new problems in old situations. A
scientific, critical attitude that does not assume
that 'all that is, is right' but is sensitive to
social and personal defect or error.
8. Independence in thought and action, ability to direct
one's life with a decreasing amount of supervision and
a maximum of inner control and motivation.
9. A constantly growing consciousness of membership in
more and ever larger groups of society — a sense of
belonging not only to the family group, but to the
f<
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school group; not only to an economic class and a
religious sect, but to the community group, to the
national group, and to the world-society,
10. Skill in human relations — the ability to cooperate
with other people and to gain the maximum of satisfac-
tion from associations with them. Skill in living
with those with whom one is thrown in close contact
from day to day,
11. Preparations for the social adjustments required in
adult life — adjustments to vocation, adjustments to
leisure time, adjustments to married life, adjustments
to the community group with its civic requirements.
12. A feeling of obligation to make one's contribution to
every group to which he belongs. Responsibility to
render any possible service to the home, school, com-
munity, nation, and world-society.
13. A desire for social improvement. Sensitiveness to
social ills. An interest in the continuous progress
of industrial, economic, and political life toward the
end that all people may profit increasingly from their
participation in the social scheme.
14. Integration or organization of the individual's life
increasingly about larger and more worth while purposes.
A feeling of adoption of or consecration to great cause£
and movements." 1/
1/ Heaton, The (Jliaracter Emphasis in Education, University of
Chicago Press, 1933, pp. 6-7.

To "bring about these transfer values the teacher, who is
the chief motivating force, adequately organizes the subject
matter and uses effectively the necessary teaching aids and de
vices. The students, with teacher guidance, formulate rules
of procedure, apply techniques of learning and develop desir-
able traits, attitudes, appreciations and ideals which will
help thera to become useful and happy citizens.
In citizenship training it is necessary to emphasize
similar constituents (specific elements) to aid in comprehen-
sion of tiiat which is desirable. This is followed by the
important phase of generalization which has greater value due
to the variety of applications or transfers that can be made.
Thus the individual is able to adjust himself to many situa-
tions and not merely to several specific ones. The content
learned is an essential background for developing a process
of learning which will enable the individual to make the
necessary and proper applications and adjustments to every day
living. Neither the specific element nor the generalization
is sufficient unto itself. Citizenship learning to be effec-
tive necessitates first, the acquisition of ideas, information
and appreciations; second, the interpretation and evaluation
of this knowledge; third, the application of this evaluated
knowledge to other situations v/hether or not they are similar.
The aim is not one of disciplining the mind for the sake of
discipline, but rather one of disciplining the mind for the
utilization of previously learned Imowledge and experience
I
toward practical application.
Conclusion
"No individual comes to a learning situation without some
persistent activity. The situation has significance for the
individual in the degree to which he anticipates meanings in
the situation. Those elements of response that accord with
the individual's purposive activity tend to be selected. The
selection and elimination of responses are, therefore, deter-
mined by their congruity or incongruity with the purpose which
the individual has in mind." 1_ It is important, then, that
the teacher develop purposive activity through the teaching
-
learning process. In this way citizenship learning will
become activated and functional in its outcome.
4I
CHAPTER III
SOURUE UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC: THE DEVELOPmT OF* THE
INDIVIDUAL IS HIS INHERENT RESPONSIBILITY IN OUR
DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY
The Unit
A nation is only as strong as the individuals which make
up that nation are strong. In no form of government is the de-|
velopment of the capacities of the individual so important and
essential to the well-being of the nation as it is in a democ-
racy where the people govern themselves. How they manage
their affairs and the affairs of their country depends upon
their individual preparation for democratic living. In order
to live and govern wisely individuals must be trained well in
the democratic v/ay of life. They must know what democracy
means, and has meant, and what its potentialities for future
meaning are. They, must realize their individual opportunities
and responsibilities in a democratic society; they must assume
social responsibilities as citizen members; and, above all,
they must see that their democratic v/ay of life is maintained
and strengthened in all those ways which bring the greatest
happiness ani well-being to the greatest number of their
citizens
.
"This book (and this paper) is prepared in the belief that
I
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democracy is the highest type of society and of government yet
devised by man and that it must be imderstood before it can be
effectively lived. Democracy with its concern for the welfare
and happiness of all mankind, regardless of birth, inheritance,
status, color, or creed, with its respect for human personality,
and its faith in the pooled judgments, is not a natural way of
life. It is always in competition with the desire of the strong
to dominate the v/eak and thus gain special privileges and super-
ior advantages for themselves. Democracy, gradually developed
by the struggles of man toward enlightened altruism, can be
neither bestowed nor imposed. Every new generation, every in-
dividual must learn what its foundations and its ideals are,
must develop a faith in its superiority over all other forms of
social living, and must, with that developed faith, acquire a
determination to apply it to the problems of life." l/
Delimitation of the Unit
A. 'fhe Heritage of Democracy
1. The word "democracy" is derived from the two Greek v/ords
:
demos, meaning the people, and kratos, meaning power. Thus
democracy connotes rule of the, people.
2. Our government is not a pure democracy, for it is impossible!
for all of the people to participate in running the govem-
l/ Russell, '.Villiam i*'. and Briggs, Thom^as 11., The Feaning of
Democracy, New York: The Kacmillan uompany, 1941, preface v.
-
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ment. It is rather a representative democracy based upon
the principle of majority rule.
3. Democracy is a way of life in which the early founders of
our country established certain fundamental freedoms and
protections for its citizen members. These freedoms and
protections have been cherished and nourished to the
present day.
4. Other privileges and opportunities of our democracy have
likewise been preserved and strengthened. Some new ones
have been added, and many inequalities have been eradi-
cated,
5. "Democracy in America is not only a theory and a form of
government, but a process, a way of living, and a method
of solving problems. It is indebted to the thoughts and
struggles of many men and many nations. It is the pro-
duct of countless compromises. It is youthful, vigorous,
dynamic . " l/
6. Our democracy is not static but is ever changing to meet
the exigencies of its mem'oers. And it is this fact which
challenges those members to live and govern themselves in
such a way that it can be truly said our government seeks
the happiness and well-being of its citizens.
7. This democratic heritage of ours, therefore, not only give;!
1/ Blalch, Theodore f , snd Baumgartner, Joseph c, and Stanley,
Richard J., op. cit ., p. 369.
I
us rare privileges and opportunities, but, by its very
nature, calls forth a sharing in its responsibilities to
see that what we enjoy is preserved, improved and
s trengthened
•
B. Developing Personality
1, The first responsibility of a democratic society is the
development of each of its members into a successful, happjj
and useful citizen who believes in honesty, tolerance and
justice.
2, To realize his potentialities, the individual citizen must
take heed in the development of his personality and health
for a well-rounded personality in a healthy body will do
more to ensure successful living and wise government than
almost any other factor.
3, Personality is made up of an individual's capacities, in-
terests and attitudes as they affect his relation v;ith
other individuals. It is the way in which an individual
reacts to his life situation and the way in which he in-
fluences and interests other people. Therefore, personal-j
ity may be improved and strengthened if the individual so
desires
.
4, Each individual should develop that personality which is
best suited to making his life effective and useful. And
he should be helped to see the Importance of personality
adjustment in his dealings with others.

5, The v;ell-ro\mded personality will develop wholesome inter-
ests, worth while habits and nonr^al social attitudes.
6. "Personality is extremely important, both in getting a job
and in keeping one. A person whom others do not like can-
not be happy or successful in his work any more than in his
personal life, for there are few jobs that do not involve
contacts with fellow v/orkers , with supervisors, or with the
public. Por this reason, the habits and attitudes that
make people liked by others, contribute very greatly to
their success and satisfaction in \TOrk. Besides these
things there are other personality factors that may not di-
rectly determine whether a person is liked or disliked by
others, but do directly affect occupational success or
failure." l/
C. Earning a Livelihood
1, une of the paramount objectives in life for the individual
is the earning of a living v/hich will bring him security
and happiness in adulthood.
2, In order to prepare for the making of a livelihood, it is
essential that the individual make the most of his educa-
tional and vocational opportunities.
3, It is necessary that the individual take stock of his in-
terests and abilities and capitalize on them, in preparing
1/ O'Rourke, L. J., op. cit ., p. 628.
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for a life work. He must investigate carefully those
educational and vocational opportunities which are open
to him in the field of his interests.
4, At the same time it is important that the individual learn
to use his leisure wisely in sports, hobbies, literature,
art, music, social activity or in other fields which will
carry over into life serving as enjoyable recreation and
relaxation in his out-of-work hours.
5. "The best job for you is one which you like arid can do
well; one which yields a reasonable award financially and
which allows reasonable time for home and social life;
one which has v/ide opportunities for continued advance-
ment; in most cases, probably, a job which combines the
use of your mind and your muscles; a job in which the
duties consist of definite assignments, giving you a sense
of accomplishment rather than of mere endless routine; and
finally a job which seems to have a part in building up or
advancing the enterprise vAiich employs you." l/
D. Economic Preparedness
1. In helping a student to develop his abilities in preparing
for his livelihood, it is imperative that he be given the
instruction and preparation necessary which will aid him
in taking his place in our economic society.
Brown, Howard E., Your Life in a Democracy , New Mork:
J. B. Lippincott uompany, 1944, p. 244.
r(
2, He must know how to spend and to save money wisely and have
a knowledge of the economic system in v/hich he lives. He
must be informed about savings, investments, social secur-
ity, life and health insurance, taxation and any other
economic factors with which he is to deal.
3, He should learn how to budget his time and energy, as well
as his savings, in order to make the most of them.
4, He should have some toowledge of the relationship between
consumer and producer, between labor and industry.
5, "An efficient economic order can be run only by people who
are well informed about things economic and are altruistic-
ally disposed. Hence the need for a program, of economic
education intended not for some, but for all students in
our American secondary schools. The subject matter of
this program should be included, most decidedly, in those
courses which aim at the development of occupational
efficiency. Kor the vorkers in our democracy, in their
capacity as citizens, play a part in the shaping of our
economic way of life. (jiven certain understandings and
attitudes, they can help share one that holds out the
promise of sustained and shared prosperity, for all." l/
E
.
Making a Home
1, Outside of occupational employment, one of man's chief
goals is to be found in m.arrlage and family life, which.
1/ Kahoney, John J., op. cit ., p. 58

together, form the basis of democratic living,
2. In fulfilling sociological and biological needs through
marriage and family life, the individual achieves the goal
necessary for real happiness and enjoyment in living.
3. A knowledge of marriage, its benefits and responsibilities,
and of home and family obligations, is necessary for the
student so that he may approach the problem of marriage
realistically.
4. The first step in marriage is the intelligent selection of
a mate. Love and sex are not the same. Love adds the
mental and spiritual qualities to sex, which is physical,
to make marriage complete.
5. A mate should be selected with whom the individual has much
in common, and a selection should not be made before the
individual has had the opportunity to meet and associate
with a variety of members of the opposite sex. As his ex-
perience and judgment of people increase there is less
chance of his selecting the wrong mate when a choice is
finally made.
6. The main function of marriage is, of course, biological.
Norm.al young people should be encoiu?aged to maintain the
best possible health so that their offspring will be
healthy, sturdy additions to society.
7. Family life involves doing what is best for the family.
It is based upon co-operative effort, self-sacrifice,
obedience and loyalty. Happy fam^ily life brings with it
gdnool of ^'

the greatest joys and contentments that man can achieve.
"In the abstract v/ords of the social scientist, the family
is an intimate domestic group that includes parents and
children. Actually, the family is a great deal more than
can be put into a few words, especially academic words.
It is the means by which people create those things of the
greatest human importance: a sense of security; an aware-
ness of the importance of the individual; a feeling of
purpose; a faith in humanity: understanding and love of
fellow human beings. In the highest sense, and in the
practical sense, too, the family is a state of mind; a
state of mind which makes democratic living possible and
of the greatest importance.
"Over the past 50 years the make-up of the family has
changed, A half-centiJry ago the most usual type of fam-
ily was what is called the great family. This type of
family still survives in certain rural areas. In these
families there would be several generations, all working
for the common interest. Such families would carry on
the family traditions and customs. Today most families
are what is called the small family. This consists of
about four persons of two generations, parents and chil-
dren. The cause of this change is the change in economic
conditions and the Increased spirit of Individualism.
Moung people today prefer to make their own homes rather
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than live with the older generations of their families." l/
Probable Indirect and Incidental Learnings
1. A knowledge of the nature of our representative democracy,
2. An appreciation of its privileges, protections, opportimi-
ties and responsibilities,
3. A realization that democracy is not only a form of govern-
ment but also a way of life, which is ever expanding to
meet the needs of its members,
4. An awareness that the development of ?/ell-rounded personal-
ities is essential for individual and collective welfare
and for the advancem.ent of our country's well-being.
5, A realization that a well-rounded personality depends upon
wholesome interests, worth v/hile habits, normal social
attitudes and good health.
6, A knowledge of the importance of examining individual in-
terests and abilities to the end that the individual vjill
take advantage of those educational and vocational oppor-
tunities which will serve him best in his preparation for
a life work.
7, An awareness of the value of using leisure time wisely in
sports and activities which will have a carry-over value
into adult life,
8, An interest in being economically prepared for adulthood by
1^ Blaich, Theodore P. and Baumgartner, Joseph u, and Stanley,
Richard J., op. cit., pp, 115-116.

acquiring Inforiration concerning those economic factors
v/hich are essential for successful management in living.
9, An understanding of the importance and seriousness of
marriage and family life in our democratic society and
of the benefits and responsibilities entailed.
10. A realization of the necessity for careful selection of a
mate in order to insure one's future happiness and success
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The Unit Assignment
Introduction
Each class member v;ill be given a mimeographed copy of the
unit topic and the unit introductory statement, with the follow-
ing ten questions v/hich he is to read and think about before
coming to the next class section. At the next meeting of the
class a group discussion will be promoted based upon this
material;
1. I'fhat are some of the privileges and opportunities
v/hich have been handed down to us in our American
democracy?
2. In what ways are these privileges and opportunities
unique in the world today? Do they suggest to you any
responsibilities on the part of United States citizens?
3. Is it true that the strength and well-being of our
government depend upon the development and improvement
of each citizen? Explain your answer.
4. Vlhsit is "personality" and of what value is it?
5. Is there one best kind of personality? Explain.
6. (Jan personality be improved? Discuss.
7. Of what value is education in helping an individual to
find and prepare for his life work? V.Tiat should a stu-
dent expect to get from his school in this respect?
r
8. 0? what importance is it to "oudget, to spend and save
money wisely, to -understand the benefits to be derived
from forms of social insurance and to be familiar with
the workings of econom-ics and taxation?
9. Yfhat part do home and family life play in a democracy?
Of what significance is marriage?
10. What, to you, are man's two chief aims in life in a
dem.ocracy? Of what significance are they? And v/hat
can you do about them?
After this general discussion, the purpose of what is to
help the students appreciate the democratic heritage v;hich is
theirs and realize the opportunities and responsibilities which
face them as individuals, the student's mimeographed guide will
be passed out. The General Study and Activity Guide will list
each unit sub-topic with its core activities and list of corres
ponding references. Optional related activities will be avail
able from a card index in the classroom.
A. Gore activities (for individual study and investigation):
The Heritage of Democracy
1. V/rite out the derivation of the word "democracy", From
what language does the word come?
2. Is our democracy a pure democracy? Explain.
3. \^at is meant by the phrase "heritage of democracy"?
4. Make a list of as many of the freedoms, protections and
privileges our democracy affords its people as you can.
((
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Are they a worthy heritage?
5. Write a paper in which you state some of the responsi-
bilities which our heritage of democracy entails.
6. Explain what is meant oy the sentence; "Democracy is
not only a form of government, but it is also a way
of life".
7. 3e ready to present for discussion two democratic res-
ponsibilities which are most vital to you as an indiv-
idual,
8. Write a paragraph or more entitled: "The Challenge of
Democracy". In preparing your paper, consider care-
fully v;hat American democracy means to you, and v/hy it
is a desiraole way of life and government.
B. Optional related activities
1, Prepare ar. oral report on why our government is not a
pure democracy -- why it is a representative democracy
based upon majority rule.
2, Hake a chart on which you list som.e of the privileges
which our American democracy enjoys. Illustrate your
chart with pictures or drawings if you like. Write a
concluding paragraph in which you state briefly the
values of these privileges and the im.portance of pre-
serving them.
3, i'repare a talk for the class on: "Democratic i^'reedom.s"
.
Tell the story of our American freedom.s and give exam-
ples of freedom.s v^hich have evolved and developed along
(
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with the growth of our democracy. In concluding your
talk, conduct a class discussion on whether or not
there is room for a wider application of these freedoms
•
4. Drav; a cartoon illustrating some phase of this work.
5. Write a paper in which you list some of the inequali-
ties v/hich have been eradicated from our democracy
since its early beginning. In conclusion, state any
inequalities which you think have yet to be eradicated,
6. Prepare an oral (or written) report in which you show
that our democratic heritage is the result of the
thought and struggle of m.any m.en and of many nations.
7. Write a newspaper editorial in which yovi emphasize the
challenge of democracy. T.lake your editorial con-
vincing.
8. Prepare a written report (or oral) on a chapter, chap-
ters or on an entire book selected for reading from
the list of references.
0, List of references 1/
1. Benedict, R., Patterns of Culture .
2 . Brown , H . E
,
, Your Life in a Democracy .
3. Browne, R. and Elwood, R. , The American Uitizen .
4. Ghafee, Z., h'reedom of Speech ; Safeguarding Our Uivil
Liberties , Public Affairs Pamphlet, Ko. 43.
5. Gavian, R. Society .^'aces the i^^iture .
6. Gould, K. , V/indows on the World .
=1/ Lqc^ j^t-a,^^,^Ejt^lg_L__
(
7. Griffin, A., h'reedom, American Style .
8. Hartman, G., The Making of a Democracy .
9. Kalp, E, S. and Morgan, R, M., Democracy and Its
Competitors .
10. Lowie, R., Are We Civilized ?
11. Limiley, F.E. and Bode, B.H., Ourselves and the World .
12 . MeIkle j ohn , M
•
, Vlhat America Means .
13. McBain, H. L., The Living Oonstitution .
14. Russell, Vii', and Briggs, T. , The Meaning of Democracy .
15. Skinner, G. M., Myths and Legends of Our Land .
16. Smith, B. (editor). The Democratic Spirit .
17. Sumner, Vi. G., l^"'olk\vays .
18. Wissler, G., Man and Culture .
A. Gore activities: Developing Personality
1, Y^hat is "personality"? Write out the best definition
for it that you can think of or find. Of what im-
portance is personality?
2. Is there one kind of "best" personality? Consider two
or three persons v/hose personality you find pleasing;
in what weiys are they alike and in what ways, dlfferenll
li/hich of these personalities do you like best? V/hy?
3* Make a list of the traits with which people are born
and which help to determine their personality make-up.
Now, opposite those basic traits, make a list of other
traits which people acquire in the course of their

personality development. i*'rom studying these lists
v;liat opportunities would you say an individual has
for improving and developing his personality?
4. VJhat other factors can you name in addition to a per-
son's basic and acquired traits that influence per-
sonality development?
5. Vie learn a great deal about personality by observing
others. Observe people for the purpose o£* making
t?7o lists: one of personality traits which are desir-
able; the other of undesirable personality traits.
Be ready to tell why you selected the items of each
list
.
6. List the elements necessary for a well-rounded per-
sonality. In what v/ays will a well-rounded person-
ality affect an individual's present and future happi-
ness? Hov(/ do you measure up to the list you have
made? Do you see m.eans by v;hich you can improve your
personality?
7. To v/hom is responsibility owed for developing a well-
rounded personality? ^Ahat is meant by "personality
adjustment" and "getting along v^ith others" and what
can you as an individual do about it?
8. Name some of the various phases of personality develop
ment. Be ready to give your ideas on som.e one phase
(of your own selection), such as: attitudes, manners,
character development, mental hygiene, maturity, etc.

9. Make out a Personality Inventory supplied by the
teacher. This will be followed by a personal inter-
view with your teacher at some later date. Ask your
teacher for an appointment.
10. How does the personality of a mature person differ
from that of a person who is not mature?
B. Optional related activities
1. Select the person in your class who you consider has
the best well-rounded personality. List all the char
acteristics which this person has that make up his or
her personality. J^'rom this list make another list of
the traits you admire particularly and would like to
develop or improve in your own personality.
2.. Read from the Bible verse 11, chapter 13 of I Corin-
thians. Write a paragraph explaining the significance
of this verse to personality adjustment.
3. After you have read Alfred Tennyson's poem, "Ulysses",
jot down the one line which might be used as a defini-
tion of personality. Write a short paragraph explain-
ing what the line m.eans to you.
4. Prepare to debate with a friend on the topic: The
Schools Should Vark Students on Their Personality
Traits
.
5. Investigate the mental hygiene movem.ent and prepare
an oral or written report on it.
f
6. Drav; a cartoon illustrating some phase of this work.
7. i'repare a book report (oral or written) on some great
personality about whom a biography or autobiography
has been v^ritten. In your conclusion shov/ how the
personal characteristics of the man influenced his
success or fame.
8. In cooperation v/ith several class m.embers, make a chart
on which you list some of the important phases of per-
sonality, such as: personal appearance, health, rela-
tions with other people, etc. Under each heading work
out a series of pertinent questions which an individual
could ask himself in checking his personality.
9. Try to arrange for the class a talk on personality by
the school guidance counselor, or someone equally qual-
ified, and act as chairman of the meeting. After the
speaker's presentation, conduct a class discussion
period,
10, List some of the personality problems with v;hich people
are often faced. After each problem offer your sugges-
tions for its solution,
G. List of references
1. Beers, u,, A Kind That >"'ound Itself
.
2. Bennett, M., Building Your Life .
3. Bennett, V.» and Hand, H., Designs for Personality .
4. Bogardus , E, and Lewis, R., Social Life and Personality
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5. Burnham, J. R. , The Boy and His Daily Living.
6. Ghitamber, J. R., Mahatma Gandhi.
7. 3'edder, R. , A Girl Grows Up.
8. l?'osdick, H. E., Twelve Tests of Character.
9. Grenfell, V/. T. , A Labrador Doctor.
10. Groves, K. R.
,
Understanding Yourself.
11. Hepner, H. , It's Nice to ICnow People Like You.
12. Hoover, I. E., Forty-two Years in the 'ATiite House.
13. Hunter, E., Your Way of Life, Personality Development
Series, Unit V.
14. Locldiart, E., Improviag Your Personality.
15. Marsh, H., Building Y"our I'ersonality
.
16. McKown, H. C. and LeBron, T-'., A Boy Grows Up,
17. McLean, D., ICnowing Yourself and Others.
18. Morgan, J. and Webb, E., Making the Most of Your Life.
19. O'Brien, F. J., 'Vill Rogers.
20. Pringle, H., Theodore Roosevelt.
21. Prosser, u. A., Taking a Look at ifourself.
22. Rasely, H. i^'inding Yourself.
23. Ftuch, P. and Mackenzie, G. and McClean, M., People Are
Important
.
24. Shellow, S., How To Develop Your Personality.
25. Towne
,
C, Gentlemen Behave.
26. Tyler, H. E., Learning to Live.
27. Wilson, M., The New Etiquette.
28. Wright, M., Getting Along with People,

A* Core activities: Earning a Livelihood
1, List as many reasons as you can why we have schools.
List your reasons in what you consider to be the order
of their importance.
2, llrite out the derivation of the word "education". From
v;hat language does it come? I'lhat significance of mean-
ing can you see in its derivation?
5. '/Thy is it true that each individual should be concerned
with own development and personal education? ^?!h.at are
the aims of formal and informal education? Of what
value is each?
4. Of what importance are effort and individual initiative
in education?
5. In what ways can you begin to prepare for your future
vocation while you are still in school? Of what value
is such preparation?
6. r/hat do you think you want to do for a living? Fake a
list ol all the factors involved in preparing for the
vocation you want. consider the vocational prepara-
tion you expect to receive from your schooling and
whether or not you are making the most of your school
opportunities
.
7. , Take a study of the vocational field in which you are
interested. V/pite a paper telling of its qualifica-
tions, requirements, opportunities for emplo;7Tnent and
advancement, advantages, disadvantages and its present

after-school working opportunities,
8. Make a list of your aptitudes, interests and hobbies.
Do they act as qualifications for the field of work in
which you are interested? Or do they suggest that you
might De better suited to some other form of occupa-
tional vrork?
9, Prepare a Vocational Interest Blank to be supplied by
the teacher,
10, prepare an Aptitudes and Abilities Test to be supplied
by the teacher,
11. Make a personal appointment with your teacher for the
purpose of discussing your vocational interests, your
aptitudes and your aoilities.
Optional related activities
1. List the various opportunities for employment in your
comjnunity. Write a paragraph on the opportunity whicl:
is most interesting to you.
2. Write a paper in which you show how you can better pre-
pare yourself for the vocation that interests you.
Uonsider carefully your school curriculum to see what
opportunities may be available,
3. prepare an oral report to the class in which you dis-
cuss the daily working program of some employee in
your community, such as: a farmer, a plumber, a school
teacher, a factory worker, a doctor, etc. uonclude
c
your talk by giving some of the advantages and dis-
advantages of the daily routine you have selected,
4. If you are interested in a college education, write a
report in which you list the college or colleges which
you feel would best suit your needs. Tell why you
have liiade the particular selection.
5. Prepare to debace with a friend on the topic: The
ii'riinary nequisite in Selecting a Vocation Is Tiiat of
the Salary to be Faid,
6. Interviev/ a worker or business wan. to obtain his occu-
pational viewa. 3e prepared to ask him a series of
vital questions which will acquaint you with his field
of work. Report your findings to the class.
7. Make a study of civil service opportunities, {•'ind out
the procedure to be used in making application for
civil service jobs. Report your findings to the class.
8. V/ith the help of a friend demonstrate an improper tech-
nique and a proper technique in making oral application
for a position. Each of you can act as the applicant
and each, as the employer, to viiom the application is
made. The one presenting the improper teclmique
should come first, followed by the one presenting the
proper technique.
9. Draw a cartoon illustrating some phase of this work.
10, i'repare an oral or v/ritten report on a chapter, chapter
or on an entire book selected for reading from the list
of references.
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C. List of references
1. Bensen, A. U., .^rom a College V/indoY/ .
2. Brev/er, J. K., Occupations .
3. Catter, J. and Brecht, H., Careers Ahead .
4. Crawford, G.C. and Trillinglian, E.G., Living Your Life .
5. Cummings, H. and Sackett, E., Our Schools .
6. Davey, K.A. and Smith, E.M. and Myers, T.R., Everyday
Occupations .
7. Davis, J.J. and Wright, J.C., V/hat Shall I Be ?
8. i^ilene, C, careers for \7omen .
9. i^'orbes, B. C, I>Ien V7ho Are Making America .
10. Gardiner, G. L., Hov; You can Get a Job .
11. Hamilton, E. B. (editor), Hov; They Started .
12. Harley, D. L., Youth J^"^inding Jobs , Office of Education,
Department of Interior.
13. Johnson, A., After School and College .
14. Kitson, H. D., I i^'ind My Vocation .
15. Lingerfelter , M. and Kitson, H. D., Vocations for Girls
16. Linke, L., Restless Days .
17. Lockhart, E., My Vocation .
18. Miller, u. A., Eighteen, The Art of Being a YJoman .
19. Myer, W. E. and Cross, C, The Promise of Tomorrow .
20. Nail, T., Youth's Vtlork in the World .
21. O'Rourke, L. J., You and Your Community .
22. Overstreet, H., A Guide to Civilized Loafing .
23. Pitkin, , The Chance of a Lifetime.

24. Proctor, Vi/, M., Vocations .
25. Public Affairs Pamphlet, Uo. 53, What it Takes To Make
Good in College .
26. Rosengarten, Y/., (Jhoosing Your Life 'Vork .
27. Vocational Service for Juniors (95 Madison Avenue, New
York)
,
Directory of Opportunities for Vocational Train-|
ing in Nev/ York .
28. Williamson, E. G., Students and Occupations .
A. Core activities: Economic Preparedness
1. V/hat is meant by "standard of living"? Explain its
significance.
2. V/hat are some of the factors which v;ill influence you
as a consumer in deciding how to spend your money?
3. Be ready to name some of the difficulties which con-
sumers face in the buying of goods. How may these
difficulties be overcome?
4. Make a list of the factors that you should keep in
mind when buying an article.
5. I'Vhat protections are given the consumer by local, stat^
and national governments? by other organizations?
6. Select several advertisements from well-kno^vn magazines
and discuss the ways in which they are designed to
influence the reader. Are advertisements put out to
appeal chiefly to the male or female eye? Vt/hy?
7. V/hat are the advantages of paying cash for purchases:?
What are the disadvantages? T/Vhich one would you say
rr
outweighs the other?
8. Hake a study of budgeting and be ready to discuss the
value of it.
9, Make a list of the different kinds of insurance. Ex-
plain briefly the value of each.
10. -.IThat is social security and of v*iat importance is it?
11. List ways in which an individual may save money wisely.
Why is this saving necessary? V.'hat else do people need
to save or conserve in order to ensure their happiness
in life?
12, Of Yi/hat importance to the citizen's well-being is the
relationship that develops betv/een consumer and producer
and between labor and industry? Explain,
13, 'that taxes does a citizen have to pay? List them, Hov;
are these taxes applied? Are they justifiable?
p, optional related activities
1, Make a study of the problems of production. Prepare an
oral or written report on your findings. In your con-
clusion state the importance of these problems to the
consumer and to society,
2. Make a study of standards of living and report your
findings to the class,
5, V/hat is the Rochdale Plan? Explain it to the class and
tell them vihether or not you think it is a good plan,
4. VJhat is the Consumers* Union and the consumers' Researchf
Explain to the class the advantages of belonging to some
f
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such organization. If you can, bring in a copy of the
monthly report of one of these organizations.
5. \1hSit is a co-operative? See if you have any in your
community. If so, find out all you can about one of
them and report your findings to the class. Emphasize
the chief advantages and disadvantages of this type of
organization.
6. Investigate the buying of some expensive article on
the installment plan. Show by actual figures how much
an individual can save on the article by paying cash,
with a possible discount, instead. V.Tiat opinion did
you form from your investigation?
7. Investigate the making of a $100. loan from some pri-
vate loan company. By actual per cents and figures
show the amou:it of interest such a loan costs. IVhat
opinion did you form from your investigation?
8. Together with a committee, investigate the different
kinds of insurance, have each group member discuss the
workings, advantages and disadvantages of* one particu-
lar type. An elected chairman could then lead a dis-
cussion on #iich type of insurance is the most prac-
ticable ,
9. Prepare a budget for a typical family. Plan your
budget for one year's tim.e.
10. Prepare to debate v;ith a friend on the topic: Advertis-
ing Lowers the Cost of an Article to the Consumer.

11, Make a chart shov/ing the various taxes collected by
local, state and national governments and the basis
for each.
12, Draw a cartoon illustrating some phase of this work.
(J. List of references
1. Alexander, V/., Life Insurance Simply/ Explained .
2. American Institute for Economic Research, \%at ^Vill
Inflation and Devaluation Fean to you ?
3. Angell, K,, The Story of Foney .
4. Blodgett, H., Making the Kost of Your Income .
5. Board of Governors of the F'ederal Reserve System, The
i^'ederal Reserve S7jrstem — Its Purposes and Junctions
.
6. Cleveland, A., l*'irst Lesson in i^'inance .
7. (jonsumers' Research, Inc. (V/ashington, IT. J.), Con-
sumers^ Research Fonthly .
8. Consumers' Union of the United States (55 Vandam Stree
Hew York), Consumers' T'onthly Union .
9. Cragg, A., Understanding the Stock Market .
10. Department of Agriculture Consumers^ Guide (issued sem^.
monthly by the Consumers' Counsel Division).
11. Donham, S. A., Spending the ^''amily's Income .
12. Douglas, Pa., Social Security in the United States.
13. Falk, I., Security A.gainst Sickness, a Study in Health
Insurance .
14. j^'lsher, I., The Money Illusion .

15. Hamblan, S, B. and ZimiTierrnan, G. i^., ";lse Spending
.
16. liartmiond, J. L. and Harjnond, B., The Rise of Modern
Industry .
17. Harding, T. , The Popular Practice of Fraud .
18. Hilton, E., Problems and Values Today .
19. Jacobson, D., Our Interest as Consumers .
20. Janzen, u.u. and Stephenson, O.W., Ever^/day Economics .
21. Johnsen, J. S., Consumers' Cooperatives .
22. Jordan, D., On Investments ; T'^anaging Personal r^'inances
23. Kallet, A. and Schlink, i^'. J.
,
100,000,000 Guinea Pigs .
24. Keir, !.!., Labor Problems from Both Sides .
25. Kyrk, H., Economic Problems of!' the '^"'am-ily .
26. Lawrence, J., If I Have ^ov.v Apples .
27. National League of Women Voters ('Vashington, D.C),
Buyers Beware; Government and the consumer .
28. national Resources corjimittee, uonsumer Incomes in the
United States .
29. Nourse, E.G. and associates, America's capacity to
Produce .
30. Public Affairs Pamphlets:
Co-operatives in the United States
How l'"oney 'jorks
How '.Ve Spend Our I.'^oney
Loan Sharks and Their Victims
Read Your Labels
This Problem of x^ood
€
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31. Reich, E. and Seigler, u., uonsiJiner Ooods : Hov/ to
Khov; and Use Them .
32. Rogers, J. PI., America V/elghs Hep Gold .
33. Scherrnan, H., The Promises Yen Live By .
34. Schnedlep, v:. , Hov. to Get Ahead H'inancially .
35. Shadid, I-., A Doctor for the People .
36. Smith, A., your Personal Kconomics .
37. Stewart, F., Social Security .
38. Trilling, F.B, and Eberhart, E.K, and Nicholas, K."7.,
When :t:ou Buy .
39. Vaughan, i*'. L., T'arketing and Advertising .
40. 'Veiss, E. and T'ermey, M., The Shopping Guide .
41. Wiese, ¥., J. and Re ticker, R., The ITodern Worker.
42. Willis, H. P., The Banks and You (Unit Study Booklet,
TIo. 15, Modern Problems Series, American Education
Press )
.
43. Woods, W. 0., Tlie Story of Uncle Sam's I^oney .
A. uore Activities: Faking a Home
1. Explain why it is true that the family is the most im-
portant institution in society.
2. Be ready to show how fam.ily make-up has changed during
the past fifty years. VJhat significance can you see
in this fact?
3. Discuss the three types of* marriage which man has
practiced through the ages. Vihat is the acceptable
type of marriage today? TJhy is this type best suited
€
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to a democratic state such as ours?
4. The primary function of marriage is biological. Why is
this function important and especially important today?
Vi(ith this fact in mind v/hat essential f£.ctors should be
considered before contracting a marriage?
5. List all the factors you can which concern the econom.ic
function involved in marriage,
6. List all the factors which concern the protective func-
tion.
7. List all the factors which concern the religious func-
tion.
8. List all the factors which concern the educational
func ti on
.
9. List all the factors which concern the recreational
function.
10. List all the factors which concern the spiritual func-
tion.
11. 'Ji/hy is a satisfactory combination of all of the above
seven functions essential to success and happiness in
marriage? \'ihy must consideration be given to these
functions in the selection of a mate?
12. The first all-important step in marriage is the intell-
igent selection of a mate* . People often base their
selection upon physical attraction. Explain in what
ways love is more than physical attraction alone and
why it is important that mental and spiritual qualities
(c
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be considered along with physical attraction.
13. I.!ake a list of the qualities and essentials people
should look for in each other in order to predetermine
as far as possible future success and happiness in
marriage. Be ready to explain their importance.
14. Make a list of factors viiich two individuals should
settle during their period of engagement.
15. As you associate with people, you are forming judgments
;^ich Vifill help you in the intelligent selections of a
mate. V/ould it be wise to cut these experiences shorl
by selecting a mate before your judgment has had time
to develop? Explain.
16. V/hat difficulties might arise after the glamor of the
honeymoon has vovn off? Should such possibilities
have been foreseen by the couple before marriage? uan
such difficulties be overcome? Elucidate.
17. Marriage is one of the greatest games life has to off63'
an Individual. Write a paper in which you set down a
list of rules v;hich a young couple might find helpful
in their observation of married life.
B. Optional related activities
1. Make a study of inlierited characteristics. List the
desirable characteristics and the undesirable ones.
Explain to the class the Importance of perpetuating
desirable characteristics and the necessity of not
passing on undesirable traits. Give examples from
f
your lists,
2. Write a paper on the importance of health in marriage.
3. Prepare to debate with a friend on the topic: Married
Women Should, if They Lilse , Be Permitted by Their
Husbands to Work Outside the Home,
4, Write a paper in v/hich you shov; that success and happi-|
ness in marriage is dependent upon the rnental, physical)
and spiritual union of two individuals,
5, Make a list of the characteristics you would look for
in a mate. List them according to their importance
to you
.
6. Make a study of the causes of divorce. Prepare an ora]
report to the class in which you present the problem of
divorce, its significance, the factors involved and
your conclusions concerning it.
7, Compare the statistics on divorce in the United States
with those of other countries. Make an oral or writteri
report on your findings and the reasons in back of the4»
8. Write a paper in which you show that the rearing of a
child is as important as bringing it into the vorld.
Stress the importance of good home and family life to
the child.
9, Write a paper about marriage in the early days of our
country. In your concluding paragraph compare the prolj'
lem of marriage then with the problem of marriage now.

10. Make a study of the effect v/hich the Industrial Revolu-
tion has had upon marriage and the home. Report your
findings to the class shov/ing particularly the effect
upon family unity,
11. Write a paper on the functions of family life showing
what is best for the successful and happy development
of the family. Conclude your paper by explaining why
the family is the basis of democratic life.
12. Jr'repare a book report (oral or written) on a chapter,
chapters or on an entire book selected for reading
from the list of* references.
13. Draw a cartoon v/hich illustrates some phase of this
work.
G. List of references
1. Asch, S., Ho the
r
2. Bailey, H,, Yankee notions .
3. Binkley, R.C. and Binkley, F.'V., Y'/hat is Right with
Carriage ?
4. Bridge, A., Illyria-n Spring .
5. Brown, H. U., Grandmother Brown's Hundred Years .
6. Burkhardt, R., n'rom Friendship to Farriage .
7. Carroll, G., As the Earth Turns .
8. Gather, W.
,
Lucy Gayheart .
9. (Jurie, I.iadam uurie .
10. Dickerson, R., Getting Ready to h'all in Love ; Getting

started in Marriage ; Things That Count in Courtship ;
TThen a couple Are Engaged (pamphlets).
11. Earle, A., Hone Life in Colonial Days
.
12. Elliott, M. and Merrill, i?'. and Wright, C, Our Dynam-
ic Society .
13. Etnier, E., Gilbert Head .
14. j?'i3iier, F., Hov/ to Get Tuarried and Stay That IVay
.
15. Piske, G. W., The changing parally .
16. Galsworthy, J., ^lowering Wilderness ; Forsyte Saga ;
Maid in ^Valting ; T.^an of Property .
17. Goldstein, S., The Feaning of Tarriage and the Founda -
tions of the Family ; The Good Housekeeping Book of
Marriage .
18. Goodsell, ^,7., Problems of the Family .
19. Groves, E., Marriage and Modern Life .
20. Hilton, J., -.'/e Are Not Alone ; Random Harvest .
21. Jordan, H.M. and Ziller, M. and Brown, J.F., Home and
Family;.
22. Kearn, ¥.., (jetting Along Together .
23. Lawrence, J., The Sound of Running Feet .
24. Public Affairs Pamphlets: Restless Americans ; Should
Married "i/omen Y/ork ? V/hy '.vomen VJork .
25. f^uinn, J., Institutions of the Social VJorld .
26. Rice, T., The Age of Romance .
27. Rockwood, L.D. and Steele, M.H. (editors), pictures of
Family Life ; Young People's Descriptions of Family Lifo
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28. Strain, h*., Love At the Tlireshold .
29. Yiharton, E., Ethan li^ome »
30. VJlckenden, D., Planning of the Deer .

CHAPTER IV
SOURCE UNIT ORGMIZATION OP THE TOPIC: THE RESPOKSIBILITT OP
CITIZEN I£EMBERS TO OUR A^ffiRICM DEMOCRACY IS AN OPERATIVE ONE
The Unit
During the last thirty- tv;o years, the nations of the world
have engaged in tv;o gigantic wars. Both times those nations
holding to the democratic way of life have heen victorious
against totalitarian forces which have sought to thrust their
autocratic controls and ideologies upon others. The triumph of
the democracies speaks significantly for its people and their
V7ay of life. A nation is only as strong as its people are
happy ±n their way of life and in their determination to pre-
serve it.
The heritage of our democracy is truly great in its indiv-
idual and collective freedoms as established by the uonstitution
of the United States. The citizens of a democracy take added
pride in those privileges and responsibilities itiich are their
inherent right. After seeing the oppressive treatments accorded
to the peoples of Germany, Italy and Japan by their totalitarian
rulers and forms of government, the individual citizen of the
United States must look with eagerness, hope and determination
toward making the most of his democratic opportunities. His
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responsibilities will challenge him no less; in fact they will
assijjne the aspect of* privileges.
"Education is dependent on deraocracy, and democracy is de-
pendent on education. The future of democracy and the future
of education are inseparable. Democracy is education and educa-
tion is democracy. If the American schools fail . democracy, in
the great crisis that now confronts it, all will he lost. F'or
the second time in our history education must be redirected and
refashioned in order that it may ec'fectively serve democracy In
the new social order that is emerging, may become a constructive
force in determiniiig the shape of this new society. This is the
challenge of our age to the educator. There is no time to load.
Delimitation of the Unit
A. The j^amily and Its Social Obligations
1. In Topic I the importance of the family to the individual
was considered and established. The family is the most im-
portant of institutions to society as well, for it is the
core of social life.
2. It gives the individual his first introduction to social
living. 'iOiis involves getting along with others, sharing
with others, cooperating with others for individual and
collective well-being.
3. Knowledge of the customs and ideals of our democratic
1/ Kewlon, Jesse H., Education for Democracy in Our Time , McGrawi^
Hill Book (Jompany, Inc., 1939, p. 230.
'
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society has its early beginning in the family,
4« The social obligations of the family are four: biological,
economic, political and cultural.
5* In order to maintain a great democracy, it is fundamental
that the biological functions of the family produce the
citizens of tomorrow. This includes the proper care and
development of the family members.
6* The family furnishes workers and consumers for the economic
order. The family has a great responsibility for seeing
that its members have adequate vocational preparation and
consumer education. And it should assume definite atti-
tudes toward an improved economic democracy.
7. The life of the family depends for its well-being upon the
functions of its local, state and national government. In
turn, efficient government depends upon the participation
of family members in voting intelligently for office hold-
ers and in sharing social responsibilities wherever possi-
ble in local, state and national affairs. And today it is
most important that the family assume a reflective and pos-
itive attitude toward the United Nations Organization. In
fact, family and national life depend for existence upon thd
success of political democracy at home and upon a new wrld
society.
8. The family is the most important source for transmitting
culture. Understanding of customs, manners, morals and
religions and elimination of prejudices and hatreds must

stem from the family circle if society is to continue to
raise its standards of civilization and if it is to pre-
vent local, national and world discord with its resulting
conflicts
•
B. History of the i^'amily in the United States
The United States, with its population of about 131 million
people, is a country of immigrants and, therefore, made up
of many national, racial and religious groups. It has been
a melting pot from which our American culture has received
enrichment.
"The United States is unique among the great nations of
the world in that its people come from a wide variety of
racial and national backgrounds. There are eleven million
Kegroesj four million Jews; an estimated three million of
Spanish-speaking, chiefly Mexican, stock; about 350,000
Indians, and several hundred thousand of Japanese and
uhinese origin. Prom the very beginning of our national
existence there has been diversity; although the colonists
were mainly English, there were also large groups of Dutch,
German, and Irish origin. In the first half of the nine-
teenth century, immigration was chiefly from northern and
western Europe from England, Scotland, Ireland, Germany,
and the Scandinavian countries. 'Ihese national stocks
still predominate, for about 75 per cent of our population
is of northern or western European stock. Later came the
waves of immigration from southern and eastern Europe
I
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the Italians, i'oles, uzechs, Greeks and Russians. J?'ourteen
millions of our population today are foreign born, and many
more millions are the children of foreign-born parents,"!/
3. Each national, racial and religious group has contributed
much to the American way of life. It cannot be said that
our national culture and way of life have resulted from the
contribution of any one group, for each group has added
some richness and variety as its gift.
4, Through tlieir studies, the etlmologists have come to the con-
clusion that there are no inferior races. All races have de-
veloped differently due to their environmental influences,
but there are few physical and psychological differences be-
tween them. All people are more alike in their fundamental
make-up than they are different.
(J , Social uonsciousness
1. The term "social consciousness" means an awareness and an
understanding of the society in which we live--the different
peoples who are a part of it and the duties and responsibil-
ities of these people in working together harmoniously in
their daily lives for the good of all.
J. When we look back over the last three hundred years and see
how the United States, with its many national, racial and
religious strains, has developed into one of the great na-
tions of the world, we cannot but take pride in our group
!
i/ O'Rourke, L. J., op. cit., p. 42,
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heritage, with its freedoms and opportunities, Y/hich has
made this possible,
3, At the same time it brings out, as never before, the res-
ponsibilities that are ours --not only to protect and nourisl
our national heritage but to assiime a world leadership that
will enable all nations to come together in peace and under-
standing to the end that all peoples may enjoy "life, liber-
ty and the pursuit of happiness", l/
4, Although this is an ideal which has yet a great distance to
go, on the road to accomplishment, we must remember that we
as a nation, have already come far in the application of
this, the greatest of ideals,
5, Before we can expect others to attain \into it, however, we
must make the application complete and permanent in these
United States.
6, One of the chief obstacles to the absolute application of
this ideal as set forth in the "Declaration of Independence'
is that we, in this country, still nourish prejudices. Yie
nourish hatreds of other groups (national, racial or relig-
ious) v;ithin the nation, which result in practiced intoler-
ance that make us unworthy of our heritage,
?• Knowing the contribution which all of these groups have mad<
to American life, why is it that we persist in our preju-
dices and intolerances? It would seem that first we lack
1/ Quoted from "The Declaration of Independence" in uongress,
July 4, 1776.
I

a knowledge of the facts, so essential for the solution of
any problem, and that, second, we fail to use properly
this factual knowledge in democratic application.
8. irTobably the United States will never again see such a
flood of immigration to its shores as it has seen in the
past. Therefore, now, more than ever, we must stress the
blending of the variety of cultural elements we have into
one harmonious and effective pattern. All groups must
learn to appreciate their national heritage and work to-
gether for the common good,
D. The Influence or Religion
1. Most people have found that a religious belief helps them
to establish worth while standards of living which, when
practiced, bring them greatest happiness and contentment.
2. Some people become discouraged or cynical when they see
the various religious creeds opposing one another in their
differences of opinion, beliefs and forms of worship. But
it must be remembered that, inasmuch as people are differ-
ent, so must their philosophies and forms of religious ex-
pression be different so that they may express and satisfy
their needs. nere again the old saying is true: "It
takes all kinds to make a to rid".
3. The basic fundamental ideal of religion is that of a way
of life in which the individual seeks to live a moral life
and to serve others. i?*rom this we can see that the pur-
pose of democratic society is essentially the same and
I
undoubtedly had its beginning as the result of religious
teaching. The importance of the individual and his po-
tentialities for individual and social good are synonymous
both to religion and democracy. Therefore, the continued
influence of religion is important to democracy and to
the well-being of mankind.
"The thing that counts is the way you act in your every-
day dealing with people. 'There can be no other standard.
This concept is so fundamental in all religious beliefs
that it has been incorporated as part of all great relig-
ions. The Hindu says, 'Righteousness is that which pre-
vents injury to others. Do nothing to others which, if
done to you, would give you pain' • The uonfucian says,
'
'iliese things are good; respect for others, charity, sin-
cerity, kindness. Miat you do not like when done to
yourself, do not do to others' . The Jew says, 'What
doth the Lord require with thee but to do justly, to love
mercy, and to walk humbly with thy U-od' . The Buddhist
says, »iie who is just speaks the truth and does ;^at is
upright and good. Minister to others by courtesy, gener-
osity, and faithfulness'. And the uhristian says, • ITiou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. V/hatsoever ye would
that men should do to you, do ye even so to them' • Notice
the similarity in these five statements. They are basi- ,
cally the same. They all strive to convince us of one
thing; treat the other fellow the way you wish to be
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treated. I'heae are the bases of morality. They are also
the bases ot* religion, i^'or progress the world depends
upon these ideas", l/
5. These are the oases of democracy as well.
6. One blot on the escutcheon of democracy, however, is to be
found in our religious prejudices. People, either from
their lack of religious enlightenment, or from a narrowness
of mind, fail to respect the rights of others to worship as
they see fit, or to hold those religious beliefs which brin
them the greatest satisfaction. Again we must remind our-
selves of our national heritage which is rich in religious
freedom.
7. ' The fundamental truths which we believe and practice are th
real values in life; and, as such, must be preserved and
strengthened. Only by so doing can our country maintain
its greatness and hope to aid in establishing a world or-
ganization wherein there is "life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness" for all peoples.
E. Political Democracy
1, The function of democracy is carried out through its polit-
ical and economic procedures. If it is true that democracy
functions through the sharing of the greatest possible num-
ber of its citizens, then it is the responsibility of those
citizens to foster and strengthen those principles which
are truly democratic in application.
2. The individual citizen must work to make democracy live.
1/ Blalch, Theodore P. and Baumgartner, Joseph C. and Stanley,
Richard, op. cit., p. 314.
3

Democracy is not static but involves change whenever and
whereTor it is needed for the v/e11-being of all,
3. The political history of the United States has seen auto-
cratic theocracy and representative republicanism give way
to government by all the people. But even today there
are vestiges of political oligarchy to be found in our
government where, bosses, lobbyists, or highly organized
minorities call the signals. To prevent this sort of
undemocratic activity citizens must develop an understand-
ing and appreciation of and an interest in political democ-
racy in its truest sense. This must be followed by the
participation needed to ensure it,
4, Political democracy is that form of democracy in which all
men seek to share more equitably in the rights, privileges
and benefits to be derived from their life in common
"government of the people, by the people, for the people".
y
5« It necessitates electing to office those superior political
leaders who v/ill ensure laws and practices which are truly
democratic. At the same time it necessitates educating
people so that they will desire to participate and share
in their government to the end that the American people
may be served.
6. "Citizens who lack the urge to try to cure democracy's ills
1/ Quoted from: Lincoln's Gettysburg Address", November 19, 1863,
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who do nothing to get rid of political graft; who tolerate
conditions that make for lawlessness; who do not lift a
finger while school-teachers buy their jobs; who make no
attempt to inform themselves about political issues and
problems; citizens who do not even vote. Such citizens
obviously have no ardor for democracy, no fervent desire
to make the thing work. And it 3s this ardor, this fer-
vor, this motivating force, which should be inculcated
through public school instruction", 1/
P. Economic Democracy
1, Hand in hand with political democracy goes economic demo-
cracy. Economic democracy, like political democracy, has
been growing but has not yet emerged full-blown.
2, "Some of the most difficult problems of making democracy
more effective arise out of changing economic conditions,
Jefferson and other early believers in democracy thought
that the most democratic government was that which governed
least, and this may have been true in the society of their
day. Under modem conditjons, however, it appears that a
'hands-off* attitude on the part of government permits a
few to gain control of our economic life and direct it to
their own ends. To prevent this, we have permitted our
governments, as the representatives of the many, to estab-
lish certain controls over transportation, banking, and
1/ Mahoney, John J,, op, cit,, p. 266,
C'
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business organization and practices. Government powers
in these fields have been continually increasing, and
they bring with them problems of keeping democratic con-
trol over a government that is acquiring greater and
greater powers. They also bring the problems of insur-
ing that government functions, which are now so far reach-
ing and affect all of us so intimately, are efficiently
and honestly performed, and that the rights of individualu
are not submerged". 1/
3. "Economic dem.ocracy is an ordering of the world of work
which connotes and involves: (1) the guaranty of economi(k
liberty, equitably shared, to all who cooperate in the
production of goods and services; (2) a v/ider and m.ore
equitable distribution of income among all the parties in
the production process; (3) more team.work between busi-
ness and business; between business and government; and a
larger place for the functioning of the cooperative move-
ment in a multiple domestic economy; (4) more altruism, a
higher standard of social ethics, less greed. As an
economic system it holds midplace on the scale between
capitalism of the nineteenth centuTy brand (economic in-
dividualism.), and communism, — the tv;o extremes,
"^iShen we think of economic democracy, v/e are to think of
movements, tendencies, upward strivings toward more equity,
l/ O'Rourke, L. J., op. cit ., p. 52.
id nr.
r (
more oooperation, more sharing, to the end that there may
be ensured more security, more prosperity, more social
justice — for all", l/
4. Economic democracy must function for the good of the
greatest number. It must eliminate that individual and
collective practice of seeking economic advantages for
selfish gain. There must be more equitable sharing of
profits between individuals and between groups, llie
material welfare of all, not only in this country, but
also abroad, must be considered.
5. It must strike that happy medium in our economic life
which is to be found between unrestrained private capi-
talism on the one hand and communism on the other--
between fascism and socialism..
6« It mediates between private ovmership in all fields and
complete social ownership. Some social control over
those interests i^hich are essential to the well-being of
all is needed. Economic security is that guarantee which
all workers in a dem-ocracy must have in order to maintain
and strengthen their democratic way of life. This does
not mean that the right of the individual to own property
would be eliminated. *oiuite the contrary, for economic
Individualism has been one of the chief factors in build-
ing the economic greatness of the United States, however,
1/ Mahoney, John J., op. cit ., pp. 208-209.
r
we should resort to social controls when they are essentia]
for the good of the majority.
7. Economic democracy must arbitrate between production of
wealth for sale at great individual profits and equal dis-
tribution of wealth. There should be a more equitable
distribution of the wealth. Business men must give more
thought to consumer purchasing power. Higher wages and
smaller profits on individual items will increase produc-
tion and insure over-all profits and, at the same time,
eliminate the exploitation of the many by the few.
8. It must find the middle path between labor, the pawn of
industry, and industrial domination by a labor proletariat^
Labor should become a cooperative partner in industry and
a source of buying power.
9. It must decide between unrestricted free competition and
complete governmental control. There are times when the
government may need to make equitable regulations between
producer and worker in order to secure the cooperation
necessary for social well-being.
10. " a capitalistic system which has solved the problem
of producing wealth in abundance must now solve the prob-
lem of developing purchasing power on the part of those
millions who have wants to be satisfied but lack the meansj
A capitalistic system marked by a declining rate of in-
crease in population (note that the tide of immigration
has become a mere trickle); a rising rate of increase in
101
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industrial productivity because of the machine; an imr.iense
fund of capital seeking profitable investments, and which
is committed finally to the idea of vendibility—meaning
that goods produced are to be sold at a profit; such a
system, if it is to last, must solve the practical prob-
lem of putting more money into the hands of those who are
willing, but unable, to buy". \/
G. Social Democracy
1. A social democracy is that democracy in which the citizens
respect the rights and beliefs of others and work together
to establish justice, order and well-being for all,
2. Social democracy works for the elimination or alleviation
of social ills. It necessitates facing the facts and
dealing with them, accordingly. Adequate and better hous-
ing conditions, elimination of unemployment ani poverty,
equality of educational opportunities are but to mention
a few of society's needs.
3. Much has been done to guarantee to citizens the social prO'
tection which is their right. Disability, hospitaliza-
tion, unemployment, social security and life insurance are
some of the steps which society has taken to protect its
members. More, however, remains to be done.
4. In the prevention of crime and juvenile delinquency socie-
ty has far to go. 'i'he family, the school and the comm\mit^
l/ Mahoney, John J., op. cit., p. 221.
•
ir
must imite In making adequate provisions for the wholesome
development of youth. iouth»s interests, needs and de-
sires must be understood to the end that society helps them
to adjust to a normal ana happy way of life. This is one
of society's greatest responsibilities today.
Some of the pressing problems with which society is faced
today are the needs for
:
a. food at home and abroad
b. adequate housing
c. tolerance and understanding
d. international good will and cooperation
e. fair and intelligent taxation
f. elimination of unemplo3rment
,
poverty, juvenile
delinquency, and crime
g. equality of improved educational opportunities
h. improved sanitation and health measures
i. cooperation between capital and labor
j, eradication of political graft and corruption
k. foresight and hindsight and courage in dealing
with social problems.
"There is no question but that security is largely an indiv-
idual and family matter, despite social security and free
medicine. People who take a long range viev/, who plan and
save, Vtfho conserve their health, viho have the strength of
religious faith, have laid the foundations for as much
security as there is. Others, with the same income but
f '
c
less vision, have spent their earnings, their health and
their future, American democracy is still based on indiv-
idual effort and courage. That effort and coij?age can
"build a great nation only when it is used wisely and ener-
getically.
"Beyond this great part of our population, there are many
others who can have no security at all. These are all
the individuals and families whose incomes are only enough
for subsistence. 3ome may lack energy but, in the main,
these are the casualties of our industrial age. Democracy
must move forward toward freedom from want, while preserv-
ing individual initiative as much as possiole.
"Two general plans of attack are possiole: (1) greater
production, more employment, better wages to raise the
standard of living so that savings are possible; and (2)
social measures such as old age pensions, unemployment in-
surance, and co-operative health measures to provide a
degree of security where savings are impossible. The first
measure is that through which the United States has attempt
ed to reach the goal in the past, nalted by the problems
of the depression, we have turned to a greater emphasis on
social measures. In the spirit of democratic compromise
between individual effort and community responsibility
( for which we might substitute freedom and justice), we
are trying to work out an economic bill of rights to
1I
r
accompany our political and civil Bill of Rights". 1^
H. A I^ew Vi/orld Organization
1. Modem industrial nations have economic, political and cul-
tural relations one with another. And unless such nations
can work together in understanding and cooperation, war is
inevitable
•
2. After two world upheavals coming within a period of twenty-
five years, the peoples of the world must realize that, if
they are to survive, some system of workable world organi-
zation must be forthcoming.
3. The United Nations Organization is the world's answer to
this need. And it is up to the United States to exert her
influence and leadership in making the U.N.O. "un fait
accompli". It is no easy task to be taken lightly. The
United States can no longer assume a "hands off" policy to
the rest of the world, saying: "You attend to your affairs;
and we'll attend to ours". Modem communication has
brought the rest of the world to our back yard. The prob-
lems and well-being of one nation involve the problems and
well-being of every other nation. Ani the peace is yet
far from being won.
4. In the light of what the United States has accomplished
since the day of her inception, it is not inconceivable
1/ Blaich, T,t. and Baumgartner, J.U. and Stanley, R.J.,
op . c it
.
, p. 524.
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that over a period of time v/lth painstaking effort the
world can arrive at a similar stage where all nations
will v/ork together in harmony and good will to the end
that all mankind v/ill be blessed with "life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness". It is either some such solu-
tion as this or that of utter chaos. ^v?hich is it going
to be? That will depend upon the education and training
of today's and tomorrov/' s citizenry--and of yesterday's
as welll The problem is immediate and pressing; there
is not much time for preparation.
5. Nations have long contributed to the development and pro-
gress of art, literature, science, education, philosophy,
law and music; and it is nov/ time that they contributed
to the development and progress of a permanent world peace
under which the arts and sciences can expand man's welfare
to degrees hitherto undreamed of.
6. There must be a stable economic order which will ensure to
each nation the necessities of life. Both natural re-
sources, manufactured and agricultural products, must be
available to all nations as their needs for peaceful liv-
ing arise. uommerce between nations is not only a neces-
sary profit-making adventure, but it is also an asset in
promoting peace and in preventing war. There can be no
high and unjust tariff barriers if international trade
is to develop good will and understanding.
7. Diplomatic relations between nations must turn from selflsli,
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national Interests to a more enlightened international co-
operative attitude. All disputes must come before the
United Nations Organization, where they should receive
prompt, impartial and just treatment. No one nation
should be permitted to hold up consideration and action
on matters v;hich are vital to all the nations.
3. colonies or dependencies that are capable of governing them-
selves, and v/ish to, should be allowed to do so, and to en-
ter the community of nations where they will assume their
share of international responsibility. Such colonies as
are not ready for this step and about ^^iiich there is con-
troversy, should come directly under U.N.O, 3up>ervi3ion and
remain there until such time as they are prepared for self-
government and international responsibility.
9. World cartels and monopolies which seek to exploit peoples
for selfish benefit and to the detriment of international
welfare, peace and security, must be eliminated.
LO. The U.N.O. must assume control of the world's arms produc-
tion to that extent which is necessary for the preservation
of world security. Manufacturers must, for the main, turn
to the production of those commodities which the peoples of
the World need for a higher and satisfactory standard of
living.
LI. The new international organization, if it is to ensure peace
must solve certain outstanding problems v^ich, unless solved
form the bases for war: equalization of trade opportunities
t
t
!
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for all nations, a fairer distribution of the world's nat-
ural resources and products both among and v/ithin nations,
the reduction of armaments and war-enco\iraging monopolies,
and the education of the peoples of the w orld toward a
spirit of international understanding and good \t.111. Above
all, there must be the v/inning of the peace, in all its
complicated phases, if a desire for world security is to
become a reality. Only then can we look forward toward a
peaceful and more abundant life in a harmonious inter-
national setting.
12, "If v/e are to build permanently, then, our international
government cannot be exclusive. It must have a place for
every people capable of maintaining a national life on an
orderly basis. This does not mean that the many little
states will rule the few big ones, or vice versa. Each
people must have a voice in proportion to its actual im-
portance, no more and no less. it is not » our business'
to police the world, or to have no part in it. It is our
business to contribute our fair share to all agencies for
keeping ^'VDrld life functioning smoothly; just that much
and no more. If there is any principle which is valid
it is that power and responsibility go together, and that
if either is not exercised, the other is lost. After the
last war, we rejected our responsibility for world order
and soon found ourselves about to be strangled between two
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huge expanding gangster empires,
mistake again", l/
^l*'e dare not make that
I'robable Indirect and Incidental Learnings
!• An appreciation of the rights and privileges of our United
States democracy,
2. A realization of the responsibilities that democratic living
entails
•
3. An awareness of the importance of the family to society and
of the family's social obligations.
4. A Imov; ledge of tlie national, racial and religious background
of American life.
5. A development of pride in the national, racial and religious
heritage of our American culture.
6. An understanding of the causes of prejudices and of the de-
sirability and necessity for eliminating prejudices and in-
tolerances from democratic life.
7. A realization of the need in a democracy of social conscious-
ness to the end that citizens may work together for the
common good,
3. An appreciation of the synonymous natures of religion and
democracy.
9, A realization that the United States is still evolving toward
the ideal goals of political and economic democracy, and a
l/ hunt, Erllng M. (ed^, uitizens for a New V/orld , h'ourteenth
pCearbook of The National Council for the Social Studies, 1944,
p. 96.
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realization or the part individual citizens must play if
these goals are to become realities,
10. An awareness that society must meet and solve tlie problems
arising from political, economic and social ills.
11. A realization of the importance of the United Nations Organ-
ization to the maintenance of world security and of the ac-
tive part the United States must play in the new world gov-
ernment.
12. An appreciation of the fact that democracy, as a way of
life, is the best form of government yet devised for the
welfare of man, and, as such, should be nourished and
strengthened.
r
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The Unit Assignment
Introduction
Each class member will be given a mimeographed copy of the
unit topic and the unit introductory statement with the follow-
ing ten questions which he is to read and think about before
coming to the next class session. At the next meeting of the
group a class discussion will be promoted based upon this mater-
ial:
1. ^i?hy has the world engaged in two terrible wars during
the past thirty-two years?
2. Vilhat were the causes of these wars?
3. 'Mhj didn't the completion of World War I prevent the
advent of World War II?
4. What Ideologies were struggling for victory in World
Viav II?
5. What is to be said in favor or disfavor of these
Ideologies?
6. Are there any significant conclusions to be made from
the outcome of World War II?
7. Do these conclusions have any special meaning for the
memoers of a democracy?
8. Is the v^orld nov/ safe from a World ^/ar III?
9. Should we, as American citizens, have any special
responsibilities for a new world organization?
rt
10, ^at suggestions do you have for meeting world prob-
lems today?
After this general discussion, the purpose of which is to
help the stiidents realize some o? the pressing world problems
with which our democracy is faced today, the student's mimeo-
graphed guide will be passed out. This study guide v;ill list
each unit sub-topic with its core activities and list of ref-
erences. Optional related activities will be available from
a card index in the classroom.
A. Core activities (for individual study and investigation):
The family and its Social Obligations
1. Why Is the family the core of social organization?
2. IJhj is your family the most important influence in
shaping your character and personality? Write a
paper expressing your views,
3. In what ways does the fam.ily give the individual
his first introduction to society?
4. The social obligations of the family are four:
biological, economic, political and cultural.
Explain what is meant by each.
5. In the past fifty years have the responsibilities of
the family to society become greater or fev/er? Be
ready to back up your answer with reasons.
6. irepare a talk for the class in which you will show
how society has been affected by the weakening of
the family unity. i?*irst you will have to find out
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hovv family unity has been weakened.
7. Prepare a plea to the class (oral or written) for
greater unity of family life. Suggest remedies to be
made and benefits to be gained. Make your reasoning
oonvinc ing.
B. Optional related activities
1. Make a list of some ways in which a family might fail
in its social obligations.
2. Prepare to debate with a friend in class on the topic:
The benefits to society from the family are greater
(or less) as the result of the weakening of family
unity.
3. Make a written outline in which you organize the
salient points, pro and con, for the debate topic of
activity 2.
4. Prepare a written report on ^ chapter, chapters or on
an entire book selected for reading from the list of
references
•
5. Draw a cartoon which would be appropriate for express-
ing some phase of this material.
u. List of references l/
1, Earle, A., Home Life in the colonial Days.
2. Elliott, M. and Merrill, F. and Wright, u.. Our Dynami
Society.
l/ Loc . ult
. ,
p. 12.
3
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3. i«*lske, G. W., The uhanging Family.
4. Gavian, R., Society j^'aces the i?\iture.
s 5. Gavian, R. and Gray, A. and Groves, E., Our Changing
Social Order.
6. Groves, E. R. and Skinner, E. L. and Sv/enson, S.,
The H'amily and its Relationships.
7. Jordan, h, M. and Ziller, 11, L. and Brov/n, J, P.,
Home and i:«'amily.
8. Kinneman, J. and Browne, R. and Ellwood, R., The
American Citizen.
9. Overstreet, ti., A Guide to Givilized Leisure.
10. i'erlman, W. J., The I.'.oviGs on i':i.''ial.
11. ^iuinn, J., InstitutiOx-iS o:' thy Social World.
12, Rockwood, L. D. ana Steele, M. H. (eds,), pictures
of l^amily Life: Young People's Descriptions of
J^'amily Life.
A. Uore activities: history of the i^'amily in the United State s •
1. Write a paper on the history of immigration in the
United States.
2. In three columns make a list of all the nationalities >
races and religions v/hich have contributed in the mal^
ing of our American heritage. Give dates wherever
possible
.
3. Jr'repare a class talk in which you trace historical
contributions to the United States of some one
national, racial or religious group.
•
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4. How has our cultiiral advance been stimulated by the
successive waves of immigration into this country?
5. What are our responsibilities as citizens in v/e looming
new immigrants? V/hat responsibilities have new immi-
grants in joining our democratic society?
6. List in writing some of the problems viiich arise as a
result of our mixed cultural heritage. Vi/hat solutions
would you offer for their settlement?
• Optional related activities
1. Write a paper in which you trace your family heritage.
2. Select several famous United States citizens and trace
their family heritages. Tell the class of your findings.
3. Make a study of the contributions of various nationali-
ties to some one of man's great accomplishments. I'reseni;
your findings to the class.
4. Together with a friend or friends, arrange a recorded
symphony concert for the class. Include in your con-
cert excerpts from symphonies by different national
composers. ii'recede eacli selection with a brief biog-
raphy of the composer. One member of the group might
conclude the program by citing examples of popular
tunes which have their derivation from great symphonies.
5. Prepare a written report (or oral) on a chapter, chap-
ters, or on an entire book selected for reading from the
list of references.

6. Draw a cartoon which would be appropriate for express
ing some phase of this material,
u. List of references
1. Adamic, L., J?'rom Many Lands .
2, Bok, E., The Americanization of Edward 3ok ,
5. Eaton, A. H., Immigrant Gifts to American Life ,
4. j^'airchild, M, i*, (ed.). Immigrant Backgrounds .
5, Hankins,
,
The Racial Basis of Civilization .
6, Lipps, E,, Savage Symphony .
7. McLelland, M. and DeBonis, A., Within Our Gates ,
8. Miller, H, R,
,
Races, Nations, and Classes.
9 , Skinner , c , M
, ,
Myths and Legends of Our Land .
10. Smith, B. (ed,). The Democratic Spirit .
A, Core activities; Social consciousness
1, In the light of the discussions on the history of the
family in the United States, write a paragraph tell-
ing what the term "social consciousness" means to you
2, V/hat understandings and responsibilities are involved
in the practicing of social consciousness?
3, Have we developed perfect social consciousness in the
United States V Explain your viev;s ,
4, y/hat are prejudices? List as roany types of preju-
dices as you can think of. Are prejudices intelli-
gent? Explain.
f
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5. Write a paper expressing your views about prejudices.
Give examples to strengthen your points.
6. Hov; can prejudices be eliminated? \Vhere do they have
their origins? What can you and I do to help elimi-
nate them?
7. Prepare a report (oral or written) in which you stress
the fact that prejudices are not only harmful to so-
cial consciousness, but that they are downright un-
American.
B, Optional related activities
1. Make a list of all the organizations you can think of
which, throu^ their activity, seem to have a fine
spirit of social consciousness. In each instance
explain briefly what the organization does.
2. Jot down an example in history or literature or sciencs
which provides a good picture of social consciousness
at work. Write a paragraph showing the value of your
example
•
3. Make a list of the examples of social consciousness
which you find in your community, in the nation,
throughout the world. Comment on your findings,
4. Make a list of examples showing the lack of social
consciousness in your community, the nation and the
world. Write a paragraph of comment upon your
findings
,
f
5, Prepare a report (oral or v/ritten) in which you trace
the growth of social consciousness in the United
States
.
6, Prepare an oral report on a chapter, chapters, or a
book which you have read from the list of references.
7, Draw an appropriate cartoon to illustrate some phase
of this material,
G. List of references
1. ularke, E. L., The Art of Straight Thinking.
2. Cooley, C. H., Human Nature and the Social Order .
3. Duffus, R. L., Where Do ^?e Get Our Prejudices ?
4. Kinneman, J. S. and Ellwood, R. S., Living with Others
5. Lov;ie, R., Are We civilized ?
6. Lumley, K. E. and Bode, B. H., Ourselves and the World
7. FcWilliams, C, Brothers Under the Skin .
8. Sumner, G., J^'oll-avays «
9. Wallis, G. A. and W. D., Our Social World .
10. Wlssler, G., Man and Culture .
A. uore activities: The Influence of Religion
1. Write a definition of the general meaning of religion.
You should be able to apply your general definition to
most religions,
2. What common purpose do most religions have?
3. In what major ways do religions differ?
f
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4. Do these differences make it impossible for people of
different religions to understand and get along with
each other?
5. Prepare a report for the class on a moving picture
you have seen which had for its background a relig-
ious theme. liVhat implications for religious under-
standing and religious tolerance did you notice?
6. What is meant by "freedom of religion"? Is it free-
dom for one religion to look down its nose at another
religion? Of what significance is religious freedom?
7. Prepare a written or oral report on the topic: The
Development of Religious l?*reedom in the United States
In your concluding paragraph state what, in your opin
ion, is the major responsibility of religicjis today.
8. In what ways are religion and democracy alike in thei
purpose?
9. What contribution has religion to make to democracy?
B. Optional related activities
1. Look up in the library and jot dovm the main purpose
of each of as many different religions as you can
find. Then write a paragraph in v/hich you compare
their purposes. In what ways are they alike; in
what ways, different?
2. Read a copy of President Trroman' s "i^-ordham Address"
delivered on May 11, 1946, and report to the class
•
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his references to spiritual values and religious tol-
erance. Foint out what to you are the salient points
of his entire address.
Prepare an oral report in which you discuss the dlffei
ence betv^een "church-going" and "religion". Explain
the dJjiportance and relationship of each.
4. Visit a church service different from your own. Re-
port your experience to the class.
5. Write a comparison of some great religious teaching.
such as the "Sermon on the Mount", l/ with some great
2/.
List of references
1. Barry, i?*.. What Christianity Has to Say.
2. Gronin, A. J., The Keys of the Kingdom.
3. Dimnet, E., \7hat We Live By.
4. Elliott, T., The Idea of a Christian Society.
5. Niebuhr, R. , Does civilization Need Religion?
A
7. Ward, H., n?hich Way Religion?
Aii* uore activities: Political Democracy
>
1. Write a paragraph in which you show how the following
Wie Bible, "Fatthew", chapters V, VI, VII.
O'reed of Democracy, The Bureau of Publications, Teachers
uollege. Columbia University, New York city.
1
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definition of democracy emphasizes a ''way of life'
rather than just a "form of government":
"Democracy is a kind of society in which free
men, fraternally minded, volimtarily and persistent-
ly strive for the elimination of inequalities and
exclusions (political, social, and economic) to the
end that all men may shape equitably in the rights,
privileges, and satisfactions that our life in
common affords", l/
2. Abraham Lincoln in his "Gettysburg Address" expressed
what is meant by "political democracy". Write do\m
those lines or phrases from Lincoln* s speech which yo-
think could be used as a definition of political dem-
ocracy. Be ready to explain what those words mean
to you.
3. Why is it the responsibility of United States citi-
zens to foster and strengthen those principles which
are truly democratic in their political application?
4. Give examples from the political history of the
United States, illustrating the lack of democratic
application. Give examples from current political
practices
.
5. Give outstanding historical examples which have markec
big strides forward in the evolution of political
democracy.
1/ Mahoney, John J., op. cit.,p. 73.
i
9
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6. "Why is "inertia" on the part of the people one of
the greatest dangers which political democracy has
to face? What can be done to overcome this inertia?
7. List some of the other stumbling blocks which prevent
application of political democracy.
8. What can be done to eliminate political graft?
9. What can be said about people who do not take an in-
terest in political affairs? about citizens who do
not vote?
10. What steps do you consider are necessary to help
political democracy further along the road to reality?
B. Optional related activities
1. ^Trite a paper in v/hich you show how political democ-
racy, as a way of life, differs from a totalitarian
form of government as a way of life.
2. Make an outline tracing the development of political
democracy from the early days of our community life
up to and including the present time. Develop your
outline by use of dates.
3. V/rite a newspaper article exhorting citizens to use
their voting privilege. Give reasons why they should
use it and why they should use it intelligently.
4. Witli a friend, prepare to debate on the topic: The
majority of United States citizens have neither the
time nor the intelligence to understand political
affairs.
?
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5. iTepare an oral talk in which you make a plea for
electing to office better political leaders. Stress
those qualities which are necessary for a superior
political leader.
6. Prepare a v/ritten report (or oral) on a chapter, chap
ters, or an entire book selected for reading frora the
list of references.
7. Draw a cartoon which would be appropriate for express'
Ing some phase of this material.
(J. List of references
1. Albig, W., Public Opinion .
2. Angell, N., The Public Find; Its Disorders, Its 5x-
ploitatlon>
3. Beard, u. A., The American Party Battle .
4. Bent, S,, Ballyhoo; The Voice of the press .
5. Bernays, E. L., propaganda .
6. Browne, R. and Ellwood, R., The American ultizen .
7. Urawford, K. , The Pressure Boys .
8. Dale, E., How to Read a I^ewspaper .
9. Fernsworth, L., Dictators and Democrats .
10. j?'orest, W., Behind the jfront Page .
11. (iriffin, A,, Freedom, American Style ,
12. Irv;in, Vf., Propaganda and the Bews .
13. Kent, i*'. R., The Cfreat Ciame of Politics .
14. Meiklejohn, M., l^at America Means .

15. MerriaiTi, CJ. E. and Gosnell, ti, J^. , The American
party System .
16. Merz, U., The U-reat American Bandwagon .
17. Odegard, P. H. , The American Public Mind .
18. Odegard, P. H. and Helms, E. A., American politics .
19. O'Rourke, L. J., Your Government r Today and Tomorrow .
20. Russell, Y/. , and Briggs
,
T., The Meaning of Democracy
21. Salter, J. T. , Boss Rule.
22. Seldes, G. , you uan' t Do That .
25. Smith, T. V., The Promise of American Politics
.
24. Thouless, R.
,
Straight and urooked Thinking .
25. Vare, W. S., l\j fiortj Years in Politics .
26. \Vhitman, V/,, Democratic Vistas .
A. uore activities: Economic Democracy
1. What is "economic individualism"? Make a list of the
rights and privileges v/hich are a part of economic
individualism.
2. Hov; Y;as economic individualism an important factor in
bringing the United States to its present industrial
greatness?
3. Why is economic individualism no longer the best poli-
cy for the United States?
4. Write a paper in which you show the ways in which
economic individualism lacks social consciousness,
5. HOW does economic individualism compare with commun-
ism? V^here would you place economic democracy?
9
6. If economic democracy is to function for the good of
the greatest member, why is the practice of "unrestric-
ted economic individualism undesirable?
7. Prepare a talk explaining ?;hy some governmental con-
trol may be desirable in business.
8. Why is it necessary that workers receive adequate
wages? What could be done to offset the reduction in
business profits by wage increases?
9. Is a more equitable distribution of profits between
individuals and between groups desirable? Y/hy?
10. To what extent in an economic democracy should pri-
vate ownership be curtailed? Is complete social
ownership desirable? Explain.
11. Should business dictate to labor, or labor to business
or what?
12. What about world trade— should the United States main4
tain high tariff barriers to protect local markets?
Expla in.
B. Optional related activities
1. Write a paper in which you explain how economic dem-
ocracy is the best system by which we can pay off our
national debt and secure a degree of prosperity for
the American people.
2. Prepare a talk in v/hich you explain ho\iV many of the
present day economic troubles and ills can be t^^aced
to individuals or groups who have sought to think in
r
terms of advantages for themselves alone, rather than
for society as a v/hole. List examples of individuals
and groups who have had the welfare of the people at
heart as well as their own. Show how the practice of
more equitable sharing between the individuals and
groups benefits not the few but the many.
3. Prepare to debate v/ith a friend on the topic: (iovern-
raent should assume greater control in the regulation
of bus iness
.
4. Write a paper to show what steps could be taken in
union organizations to prevent powerful union bosses
from becoming dictatorial.
5. prepare a report (oral or written) in v;hich you
stress the importance of international free trade as
a means of preserving world peace. Discuss the
effects of high tariffs and other world trade restric
t ions •
6. How can you explain the fact that, although the
United States is the wealthiest nation in the world,
seventy per cent of its families receive incomes
which are inadequate to maintain a v/holesome standard
of living? V/rite a paper in v/hich you make sugges-
tions as to how this situation can be corrected,
7. Hake an oral report on some radio program or address
which has to do with our economic situation today.
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Prepare a report (oral or written) on a chapter, chap-
ters, or on an entire book selected from the reading
list.
9. Drav/ a cartoon v/hich v/ill be appropriate for express-
ing some phase of this m.aterial.
r\'f* T» O "PO "rtO o C!OL r tt L crtjxic
1. Adamic , L.
,
Dynamite
.
2. Adams, H. C, Description of Indiistry.
3. Agar, H. and Tate, A., Y!ho Owns America?
A4 • American Institute for Economic Research, ^'^/hat ^7ill
Inflation and Devaluation Mean to You?
5. Arnold, T., The Folklore of uapitalism.
6. Arnold, T., The Bottlenecks of Business.
7, Beard, W, , ureate the Wealth.
8. Bent, S., Slaves hj the Billions.
9. Board of Governors of the Kederal Reserve System, The
ij'ederal Reserve System-- Its Purposes and Functions.
10. Brooks, R., V/hen Labor Organizes.
11 . Chase, S., The Economy of Abundance.
12. ulark, M. and Simon, S., The Labor Jffovement in Americs •
13. (jleveland, i?*. A., First Lessons in Finance,
14. Crighton, C, Business and (iovernment.
1 15. uronic, A. J., The Stars Look Down.
16. Daniels, J., uooperatlon: An American V/ay.
17. Davis, H., Labor and Steel.

18 . Donham, S , A
. ,
Spending the ji^amlly Incone .
19. Doughtery, u. R. , Labor Problems in American Industry
20. Douglas, if. Jd. and Director, A., The Problem of Un-
employment .
21. Ezekiel, K., Jobs for All .
22. i^'isher, I., The Money Illusion .
23. ?itch, u. A., The uauses of Industrial Rest .
24. Goslin, 0., Don't Kill the Goose .
25. Goslin, R. and Goslin, 0., Rich ^an. Poor Man .
26. Green, W., Labor and Democracy .
27. Hammond, J. L. and Hammond, B., The Rise of Modern
Industry .
28. Mill, M. and 'i*ugwell, R., Our Economic Society and
Its Problems .
29. Huberraan, L., The Labor Spy Racket ; Man's Worldly
Goods
.
30. Johnson, J. (M.L.R.B.), The National Labor Relations
Act, Should It Be Amended ?
31. Josephson, M., The Robber Barons .
32. Keir, M., Labor Problems from Both Sides .
33. Keister, A. S., Our i-''inancial Syst am .
34. Klein, J. and Oolvin, W., Economic Problems of Today .
35. Levin, M. and Moulton, H. and Warburton, u., America »
s
Capacity to consume .
36. Lorwin, L. L., Economic consequences of the Second
World War.

37. McWilllams, u.. Factories in the t^'leld ,
38. Meyers, G., History of the Great American ji'ortunes
.
39. Moody, W. S., Men \'fho Sell Things .
40. O'Rourke, L. J., lonv Government; Today and Tomorrow
.
41. Ferret, E., Man's Work and the World .
42. Rockefeller, J. D., The Heroic Age of American Enter-
prise .
43. Ryan, J. A., A Better Economic Order .
44. Sinclair, U. , Little Steel .
45. Smitter, W. , y.O.B. Detroit .
46. Sokolsky, G., The American Way of Life .
.47. Stanfield, J., Plan We Must .
48. St. Clair, L., Transportation .
49. Tippetts, u. S. and Livermore, S., Business Organiza-
tion and Control .
50. Vorse, M., Labor's 'Hevi Millions ; Strike .
51. Wallace, li. A., America Must Choose .
52. Wiese, M. J. and Reticker, R., The Modern Worker .
53. Willcox, 0. W., Reshaping Agriculture .
54. Yellen, S., American Labor Struggles .
A. core activities: Social Democracy
1. Name the practices which are essential to a social
democracy.
2. List the social benefits which have been developed in
our democracy. Be ready to explain them.

B.
3. List the social Ills in our democracy which we need
to eliminate.
4. What are the causes of crime in the United States?
What is being done for crime prevention? \7hat else
do you think can be done?
5. List the causes of juvenile delinqiency. hovi can you
and I help to prevent juvenile delinquency?
6. Write a paper in which you offer suggestions for the
elination of poverty.
7. Outline the needs for improved sanitation and health
in your community.
8. List some of the other social problem.s which we need
to solve today. Jot dov;n any suggestions you may have|
for their solution.
9. Explain why forms of social security are needed in an
indiB trial nation such as ours.
10. Write a paper showing how hospitalization insurance
works
.
Optional related activities.
1. Write a paper in which you stress the difference in
meaning between "actively good" and "passively good"
citizens in a social democracy.
2. Make a detailed study and report (oral or written)
of the causes of juvenile delinquency. Show where
the home, school and community may be at fault.
t
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Suggest remedial measures.
3« . Read a chapter or two from Louis Adamic • s ifrom Many
Lands. Prepare a report to the class. Be sure to
state your reactions to the book.
4. Write a list of suggestions for changes or additions
to the school curriculum or to individual subjects
which you feel would be helpful in aiding the cause of
social democracy.
5. Fake a survey of the attitudes and behaviors of school
members (teachers and students) to the end that you
write a paper suggesting those attitudes, ideas and
behaviors which need improving if they are to be accepl
able in a social democracy. Make your report impersons
6. Prepare an oral report on a chapter, chapters or an en-
tire book selected for reading from the list of read-
ing references,
7. Drav/ a cartoon appropriate to the study of this
material.
(J. List of references
1. Bakke, E,, Insurance or the Dole.
2. Bauer, u., Modern housing,
3. Beach, W. and Jamison, 0., American Democracy and
Social uhange.
4. Blodgett, H,, Making the Most of Your Income.
5. Brainard, D. S. and Zeleny, L. D., problems of Our
Times.
3-
ll.
t•
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
Brown, E., Physicians and Medical uare ; Medical Cave
for the American People .
Bninner, E. de S. and Kolb, J. H., A Study of Rural
Society .
uhase, S., Rich Land, Poor Land .
Davis, They Shall Not ^.Vant .
Douglas, P. H., Social Security in the Ifriited States .
?alk, I., Security Against Sickness, a Study in Health
Insurance .
j^-isher, D. G., Learn or Perish .
Greenbie, ¥., L. B., The Arts of Leisure .
Hoover, J. E., 'I'he Youth Problem in (J rime .
Hubbard, T. K. and h. V., Our Cities Today and Tomorrow
Huebner, S., Life Insurance.
Johnsen, J. E., Socialization of Medicine .
Jordan , D
.
, Our Investments; Managing Personal Finances
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Kirkpatrick, E. L., The i*'armer' s Standard of Living .
Kyrk, K., Economic Problems of the Family .
Lawes, L. E., 'Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing .
Lewis, H. M., uity Planning, yJhy and how .
Liomley, K. and Bode, B., Ourselves and the World .
Lynd , R . S . and a . M
. ,
Middletovm ; Middletown in Tran-
sition .
McKenzie, R. D., The Metropolitan uommunity .
Mlllspaugh, A. U., mblic V/elfare Organization .
0»Rourke, L. J., lou and Your uommunity.
i
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28. Riis, riow the Other Half Lives.
29. Rabinow, 1., 'i'he (c^uest for Security,
30. Schnedler, W., How to G-et Ahead i?'inanciall77.
31. Shadid, K., A Doctor ifor the people.
32. Sinclair, R., The Big (jity.
33. Smart, C, A., R.i:«'.D,
34. Stev/art, II., Social Security.
55. Tannenbaum, K., Crime and the Oominunity.
36. United States Social Security Board, Social Security
in the United States.
37. Walker, M, L. , Urban Blights and Slums.
38. Wallis, G. A., Our Social World.
39. V/oellner. R- u. fed-^. General Educstion and Select —
ing a Vocation (University of uhicago Vocational
Guidance Series, No. 1).
A. (Jor© activities; A Hew World Organization
1. IThy is a world organization essential today?
2. Hov/ far should the United States go in participating
in such an organization? E:Kplain,
3. Jb'repare a diagram which shows the make-up of the
United Nations Organization.
4. After studying the duties and functions of the U.W.O.
make a list of its strong points and a list of its
weak points. Of the strong points star the one
which you think will be most helpful in establishing
international understanding and good will. Of the
m
v/eak points, star the one which you think y/ill be most
detrimental to world security.
5,, Do you see any possibility for correcting the weak
points in the U.H.O.? What suggestions do you have?
6, Show how nations have pooled their efforts or contribu
tions in the field of art, literature and science. Do
you think that they can also pool their efforts for de
veloping a lasting peace?
7, List the causes of international hatreds and strife.
8. VJhat can be done to eliminate these causes in the
fields of economics, politics, diplomacy and in the
field of mutual understanding? Outline your answers
under each field heading.
9. How are we going to v/in the peace if we are to prevent
another world conflict? IVhat are some of the salient
issues which must be handled intelligently if we are
to win the peace?
10. ^Uhat implication to world peace does the atomic bomb
present ?
11. Write a paper in v;hich you list, in order of their
importance, the immediate steps needed in winning the
peace
.
B. Optional related activities
1. Jb*repare a talk in which you show the many ways in
which modem warfare can destroy civilization. TVhat
is the only measure which can prevent war today?

stress the importance and necessity for this step.
2. Write a paper in which you discuss the interdependence
of nations. Stress particularly the economic signifi-
cance
.
3. Fake a list of things which must be done to bring
about international well-being.
4. i'repare a report (oral or written) on why we failed to
preserve the peace after World War I, and why we mast
not fail this time.
5. Prepare to debate with a friend on the topic; The
World Organization Should Be uontrolled b/ the Big
i?'our
.
6. I'repare a talk on the part the United States should
play in the new world organization.
7. Write a paper on the Importance of education to the
future of the world. Yi/hat suggestions do you have
for improving education in this respect?
8. Prepare an oral report on a chapter, chapters or a
book selected for reading from the reading list.
9. Drav/ a cartoon pertinent to this material,
U. List of references
1. Aikman, The Ail-American Kront .
2. Angell, N., Peace and the Plain Man ; Raw I'aterials ,
Population Pressures, and ^Var .
3. Atkins, W. and Wubnig, A., Our Econoq^ic World .
4. Brockway, T., Battles 'i?ithout Bullets.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
Brooks, R. 0., Deliver Us J^"'rom Dictators .
(Jrov;, (J., i^'our Himdrsd Million Customers .
ij'env/ick, u. C, American Neutrality; Trial and fj'ailiire .
?ord, G. S. (ed.). Dictatorship in the Modern Vforld .
ifrj, v.. The Peace That ^'ailed .
Goetz, D. and F^j, V., The Good rieighbors .
Goslln, R. , Pic tatorship .
Graham, D., Protective Tariffs .
Hays, A. G.
,
Democracy Worto .
Helmann, E., uommunism, i^'ascism, or Democracy .
Hudson, M. 0., Progress in International Organization .
Jackson, J., The Post -War World .
Jones, U. and Darkenv/ald, G.G., Economic Geography .
Laski, H., Where Do V/e Go Krom Here ?
Laves, J. H. and ?/ainhouse, D. ''fl,. History of American
Foreign Policy *
Mathews, J. M,, American Ji'oreign Relations.
Millis, YI,, Why Europe j^'ights .
Milne, A., Peace With Honor .
Pigou, A. C, The Political JuJconomy of War .
public Affairs pamphlet, colonies. Trade, and Prosperity
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Russell, W. and Briggs, T., The Meaning of Democracy .
Smith, T. v.. The Democratic Tradition in America .
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readings
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the interdependence of education and democracy.
14. O'Rourke, L. J., Our Democracy and Its Problems , Boston:
D.C. Heath and uompany, 1942. This textbook seeks to pre-
pare students for active and intelligent participation in
the solution of present and future democratic problems.
Each problem is related to the individual. Information
essential to each problem is presented and concrete sugges-
tions for activities and further study are included. Ways
are suggested in which students may actively begin to par-
ticipate in their democratic responsibilities.
15. Rugg, Earle U. , "A Teacher-Pupil Program in citizenship
Education", The i?\iture of the Social Studies
,
1959, The
National council for the Social Studies. This article in
The i^ture of the Social Studies for 1939 stresses a type
of citizenship education based upon the study of social
problems motivated by high levels of appreciation and feel-
ing. It emphasizes a teacher-student relationship in the
working out of new materials and activities as opposed to
a rigidly prescribed curriculum.
L6. Russell, Y/illiam j^*. and Briggs, Thomas H., The Meaning of
Democracy
,
Kew York: The Kacmillan Company, 1941. This book
is based on the premise that every individual must learn
what the foundations and ideals of democracy are. The
I
Material of the text stresses the superiority of democracy
over all other forms of social living. Its purpose is to
so instruct the student that he v;ill seek to apply demo-
cratic principles to the problems of life.
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